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Local Government Construction
Projects Valued At $4 Million
Local government-sponsored construction projects currently amount to
well over $4 million with projects either In
the planning stage or already under
construction.
The largest single expenditure will be
the addition to the local hospital, which
will eventually cost about $3.2 million. This
will include advanced and improved
facilities for many areas of hospital care,
and will make the local hospital one of the
most modern in the state for its size.

The City-County Park is already under
construction, with $322,000 in contracts out
now. The contracts are for baseball fields,
swimming pool, picnic shelters and lights.
The Murray-Calloway County Airport
recently completed 8124,000 in improvements, including 1-hangars for
private planes, better lighting systems,
paving, and other improvements at Kyle
Field.
The Health' Center addition is moving
along rapidly with improvements and

additions there, totaling around $105,000.
The improvements will be in services and
equipment, and office space for workers.
The Calloway County Public Library has
begun work on an addition there, to cost
about $138,000. The improvements will
include more book space, more office
space, other inside facilities and an expanded parking area.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court has
purchased a 10-acre tract of land for a
highway garage. The badly-needed

structure will cost an estimated 000,000
The City Council and Murray Board of
Education have recently completed new
tennis courts on the Murray High School
campus, at an estimated cost of about
$85,000. The well-lighted courts are almost constantly in use by area residents.
Both the Murray Water System and•
Murray Gas System plan new warehouses
at a cost of about $30,000 each. These expenditures have not been approved by the
council, however, at this time.

County Board,
To Meet At
East Monday

DOGWOOD TREE 111.00MING!r!--This dogwood tree in the front yard of Mr.
and Mrs. James E. Hamilton at 91/ SyCimore Street, Murray, is now in full bloom
with white and pink flowers along with the clustas of red berries usually seen on
the dogwood trees in the fall. Tree lovers say this is very unusual for a dogwood
stiff Photo by David Hill
tree to bloom in the fall.

The Calloway County Board of
Education will hold its regular monthly
meeting at the Southwest Elementary
School Monday, October 6, at 7:30 p. m.
Items on the Board's agenda are approval of minutes and treasurer's report;
authorization of claims; presentation of
the utility tax audit; reports from the
principals on school•openings; report from
Director of Pupil. Personnel Charlie
Lassiter on first month's attendance:
Educational Supervisor Edward Curd's
report relating to special programs:
construction reports and transportation
reports from Superintendent William B.
Miller.
The Board plans to hold four meetings
this year away from the Board's office as a
public relations program to inform the
public of the manner in which the school
business is transacted.
The public is cordially invited to attend,
Supt. Miller said.

Over 100 Units To Take Part In
Murray State Homecoming Parade
The Hair Bear Bunch animated cartoon
characters from King's Island in Cincinnati will again be among the more than
100 units in the traditional Homecoming
Day parade at Murray State University
Saturday, Oct. 4.
To begin on 15th Street on the campus at
9:30 a, m., the parade will follow the usual

route down Main Street to downtown
Murray and wind around the courthouse
square. Emphasizing the Bicentennial,
floats and displays will focus on a theme of
"Independence Relived."
Ed Miller of Riverside, N. J., chairman
of the Homecoming Committee of the
Student Government Association, said the

Waste Water School Is
Conducted At Local Plant
A three-day school for waste water
treatment plant operators was conducted
this week at the Murray Sewer Treatment
Plant for area operators.
The school, sponsored by the state
Department for Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection, was conducted
by G. Reynolds Watkins, Consulting
Engineers of Lexington. Instructors for
the local classes were Karl W. Kifer and
Eduardo Caicdeo.
Local workers who attended the classes
were J. L. Barnett, chief sewer plant

operator and Lloyd Cooper and Bobby
Stone, certified operators.
The sessions were laboratory schools for
techniques in running the various tests
necessary for certified operation of a
sewer treatment plant. The school here is
one of 12 in the area being held this fall.
The Murray plant was recognized for an
award, conferred by the KentuckyTennessee Water Pollution Control
Association, "On the City of Murray in
recognition of construction of facilities for
abatement of serious pollution problems in
1975."

three Hair Bear Bunch characters,
favorites of youngsters who attend
Homecoming festivities, will also be on
hand for the afternoon football game.
Miller, who is also president of the
sophomore class, said the Marching
Thoroughbred Band of Murray State and
12 visiting bands will provide the musical
beat for the parade marchers. He said
bands from the following schools are
scheduled to participate:
Murray High, Calloway County High,
Marshall County High, Livingston Central
High, Fulton County High, Obion ( Tenn.1
Central High, Ballard Memorial High,
Murray Middle (seventh and eighth grade
bands), North Marshall Junior High, South
Marshall Junior High, and Benton Junior
High.
Five finalists for Homecoming
Queen perched atop convertibles will add a
touch of glamor to the parade. The winner
will be crowned by Dr. Constantine W
Curris, university president, in 1:30 p. rn
ceremonies prior to the 2 p. m. football
game between Murray State and Ohio
Valley C,onverence rival Morehead State
University in Stewart Stadium.
Finalists are: Philippa Glore, Paducah
junior, Jackie Hays, Paris, Tenn., freshman; Suzi Hobbie, Mayfield senior; Cindy
Sexton, Ballwin, Mo., senior; and Becky
Smith, Fulton senior.
Special guests riding in the parade will
include members of the board of regents
and Dr. Harry M. Sparks, president
emeritus.
About 20 floats and yard displays among
the 107 units will be competing for cash
prizes. Winners will be announced and
trophies awarded during pregame
ceremonies
(See Parade, Page 12(

POSTER CONTEST—Art students at Murray State University were the judges for a poster contest sponsored by the
Murray Fire Department in conjunction with National Fire Prevention Week,from left are Ctlieldince toren,flon Inspector,
Jackie Cooper, Fire Chief, Mariann Tsilis, one of the judges, and firemen Steve Lax. Other Judges were Gene Karraker, Jim
lenkins, and Rachel Maupin.
Staff Photo by Frank Gonzales

Fire Prevention Poster Contest
Winners Announced By Fire Dept.
Winners have been announced in the
poster contest sponsored by the Murray
Fire Department in conjunction with
National Fire Prevention Week observance here.
Judges for the competition were Rachel
blaupin, Jim Jenkins, Gene Karraker, and
Mariann Tsilsis, art majors at Murray
State University.
In division one, first and second grades,
winners were, first place. Sheila Clendenon; Second through fifth were Allen
Dunn, Jody Speight, Christ Harper, and
Timmie Morton.
In the second division, grades three
through five, winners were, first place
through fifth, Lisa Mikulcik, Thomas
Hatton, Vonnie Hays, Dale Dycus, Phillip
Lee Carter.
4
In grades six through eight, winners
were Laura Ann Sears, Lisa Harrison,
Randy H. Wilson, Leann Bridwell, and
Karen Green.
First place winner in grades nine
through 12 was Claude Johnson, followed
by Emily Porter, Keith Farley, Deanna
McMillen and Craig Wildey.

Sunny and Cool
Sunny and cool today, high in the upper
50s. Fair and cold tonight with frost likely.
in low lying areas, low in the mid to upper
30s. Sunny and warmer Friday, high in the
mid 60s. Saturday sunny and warmer.

Whoiesale Price Index
Up .6% During September

WATER TREATMENT SCHOOL—Eduardo 0k-deo, instructor with the C.
Reynolds Watkins Consulting Engineers, was one of the teachersan a waste
Staff Photo by David HO
water treatment plant school held in Murray this week

WASHINGTON (AP) — Rising prima
for farm products and industrial goods
pushed the nation's wholesale price index
up six-tenths of one per cent in September.
the Labor Department reported today.
The September increase in wholesale
prices was slightly below the August fain
of eight-tenths of one percent, despite a 4.3
per cent increase in prices for farm
products, especially for vegetables, milk
and livestock.
Prices of industrial commodities in September increased seven-tenths of one per
_cent, .,the largest increase sancç,, list
November when they rose eight-tenths of
one per tent. Prices of fuels and metals led
the increase in industrial goods.
Prices of farm P-E0(Nda _bpt çSed
La per cent in August, while indUStflat
prices had risen six-tenths of one per cent.
The Labor Department said it was
unusual that although prices of farm

products and industrial goods increased in
September, the over-all increase in prices
was below the August increase.
This occurred because the over-all index
is adjusted independently for seasonal
price variations, instead of being adjusted
on the basis of its individual components.
The- Labor Department said the
procedure can lead to contradictory
results in times when prices fluctuate
widely, as they have in recent months. The
department said it plans to revise its
procedures in 1976 to eliminate such contradictions. .
Another barometer of .the nation's
economic activity will be announced
Friday when the Labor Department reporSeptem.unernplazaent
ts ari
ber.
'her.
The jobless rate is not expected to reveal
any major changes in the continuing problem of unemployment.

Prizes and their donors for division one
are: a 20-inch bicycle, donated by Jerry's
and Long John Silver's restaurants, and a
$25 savings bond from Bank of Murray,
first place; an am-fm radio, from Otasco,
a Roses $10 gift certificate, a Federal
Savings and Loan $10 savings account,
second place; a $10 Roses gift certificate
and $7 Settle-Workman gift certificate,
third place; a $5 gift certificate from
Crafts Unlimited as fourth place and four
Capri-Cheri tickets as fifth place prize.
In Division Two,first place prize is a 10speed bike from the Murray Optimist
Club, and a $25 bond from the Bank of
Murray; Second place wins a Murray

MSU Social
Work Grant
Is Renewed

Home 8. Auto calculator, a Corn-Austin $10
gift certificate, and a Federal Savings and
Loan $10 account; Third place wins $5 gift
certificate from Wallis Drugs and Murray
Beauty Shop; Fourth place wins a $5
certificate from Lermons, and fifth place
wins a $2.50 certificate from DaleStubblefield.
In Division Three, first place wins'a 10speed bike, donated by Credit Thrift.
Murray Insurance, Minnens, King's Den.
Michelsons, Stepladder, Brownfield's,
Otasco, Dr. Denham, and Judy's and
Shere's Beauty Shop, as well as a $25 Bank
of Murray savings bond. Second place
wins a calculator from Hodge and Son, a
$10 Furches Jewelry certificate and a $10
Federal Savings and Loan Account; Third
(See Posters, Page IS
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A federal grant renewal of $104,949 has
8,9,10
Sports
been awarded to Murray State University
,6
Horoscope
for
the
support
for 1975-76 to provide
13 14
Comics
academic program in social work and
14, 15 1
Classifieds
financial aid for economically disad&funerals
Deaths
vantage social work majors.
_‘
16
-a- Crania-et Awarded through the Kentucky
Department for Human Resources by the
Social Rehabilitation Service of the U. S.
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, the grant will be matched by
$33,013 in university funds.
Headed by Dr. Wallace Baggett as
director, the Division of Social Work is in
the Department of Professional Studies of
the College of Human Development and
Sunday afternoon will be a special day
Learning at Murray State.
for Scouting in Murray. For the first time a
Accredited by the Council on Social
city wide court of honor will be held to
Work Education, the national accrediting
award the many advancements earned by
agency for all social work programs, the
the scouts in Boy Scout Troop 77 and Troop
Murray State program has a curriculum
45
designed to prepare students for entryThe highlight of the ceremony will be the
level positions in various human service --presentation of Scouting's highest award
and
programs, including medical
• the Eagle - to scouts Todd Harrison
psychiatric social services, family and
and Harry Fannin. Making the charge and
and
welfare,
public
children's agencies,
presenting the awards will be U. S
school social services
Congressman Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
The master of ceremonies for the occasion will be Earl Douglass, representing •
the Four Rivers Council. The program will
be held Iiithe ssinatary of the - Flast
Christian Church starting at 400 p. m. and
The trial of Roger Pace, charged with
the public is invited.
robbing the local 'Burger Queen
Roy Scout Troop 45 is ptsored by The
itewtsuranttbermladaritt eireent Cowl& TrrirreirEed 4UidisfEffi
Pace is charged with first degree robmaster being Bob Baer. Troop 77 is
bery The case will probably be decided
sponsored, by the First Christian Church
today or tomorrow, according to officials
with the scoutmaster being 0. B Boone

Scouts Slate
Court Of Honor
For This Sundgy

Pace Trial Begins
In Circuit Court

a
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Dance To Be
On Saturday
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OfInterest To
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Iluiraday,()cheer 2
North Elementary School
Parent-Teacher Club will meet
at the school at seven p. m.

Dexter Senior Citizens Hear Two
Speakers At The Potluck Luncheon
7"adona/4

Baptist Church, giving the
invocation. Stafford Curd,
president of the Dexter Senior
Citizens, presided.
Host and hostesses were Mr...
and Mrs. Orbie Culver, Mrs.
Lyda Overby, and Mrs. Grace
Curd.
•
Guest speakers were Judge
i
Tonte
Robert 0. Miller and Alan
Blausten, Executive Director
"Shampoo"(R) 7:20
of
the Murray-Calloway County
11118991111RVIIMIMMINIIIIIIIMIKOSAG.43388=MOMM9:25
AR:::::: Senior Citizen.
Mrs. David Nanny from the
Hardin Senior Citizens was a
A DUO
visitor.
OF BANK BUNGLERS
attending,
Those
not
all three of 'ern'
previously mentioned, were Lee
Mathis, Helen Clark, Lois
Nanny, Mr. and Mrs. Bryan
Ferguson, Elizabeth Puckett,
Ernestberger, Hal
Luna
Mathis, Amos Burkes, Jeff
- Edwards, Irene Mitchenson,
Fannie Scott, Verde McCoy,
•
Thomas McCoy, Patty Harris,
Saxton Redden, Maxie Puckett,
riklubed 14 BLUM VISTA DISTRIBUTION CO INC 6135 V.+EY 1,000 /001.0100s 1:04.0
Mrs. Lois Nanny, Mrs. Wilma
Green, Geraldine Greame,
Eunis Overby, Mrs. Annette
THRU WED.
Burnham, Shelia Suiter, and
7:20,9:35 -I- 2:30 Sat.,Sun.
Mr. and Mrs. Parker.
The Senior Citizens of the
Dexter Community met in the
Community building at Dexter
on Wednesday, SeptAmber it
A pot-luck luncheon was
served at noon with Bro. Glen
Cope, Pastor of the Dexter

Cif3M0

f

Golden Age Club
Changes Plans

mt.

A Howard W Koch Production

Susann's
lIncti Is N(ol En(mgh*.
'Hi

For Friday Mee'
The Golden Age Club has
changed its location for the
meeting on Friday, October 3.
Due to the cool weather, the
club will meet at 10:30 a.m. at
the parking lot of the First
United Methodist Church and
then go to the Paris Henry
County Nance Senior Citizens
Home at Paris, Tenn., for a
covered dish luncheon.
Each one attending is asked
to bring a dish for the noon
meal.
Members please note the
change in time and place as
previously announced.

lhoglas Alexis Smith Borid Jaime,
:E'. ......

Ends Tonite7:25,9:30

Harper days are here
Paul
Newman
Drowning
Pool"
ismastiess..i..00.0•C•E0
.

MURRAY
(-IR Ito e
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•

Jileaere

Open 6:45 - Start 7:15
THRU SAT.

:<:::

Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees will meet at
the library at seven p.m.
Wranglers Riding Club will
have a special call meeting at
the Calloway County Court
House at 7:30 p. m.
Bayride and cookout will
start at five p. m. at Center
Station in the Land Between the
Lakes. Make reservations at
campground gates before one p.
m.
Ellis Center will open at 10:15
a.m. for senior citizens with
table games at one p.m.
Friday, October 3
Shopping for Dexter Senior
Citizens to Murray will be 9:10
a.m, and for Murray Senior
Citizens to Roses and downtown
Murray at 12:30 p.m.
Night Visual, 11
/
2 hour drive
for wildlife species, will start at
six p. m.at Center Station, Land
Between the Lakes.
Golden Age Club will meet at
10:30 a.m. at the parking lot of
the First United Methodist
Church to go to the Paris Henry
County Nance Senior Citizens
Home, Paris, Tenn., for a
covered dish luncheon. Note
change in time and place.
Saturday, October 4
Mysteries of Bird Migration,
slide lecture and searth for fall
migrants, will be at Center
Station, Land Between the
Lakes from two to five p. m.
Bake sales will be held at
three locations on the court
square starting at 8:30 a. m.,
sponsored by the Calloway
County High School Beta Club.
Homecoming dance will be
held at Murray Country Club at
nine p.m. with Mr. and Mrs.
Don Burke as chairmen.

Alpha Gamma

Annual Darnall reunion will
be at the home of Flarolti
Sutherland near Darnall
The Alpha Gamma Delta Cemetery near South Marshall
Alumnae Chapter will meet for School with a basket lunch to be
a breakfast on Saturday, Oc- served at noon.
tober 4, at 8:30 a. m. in the
chapter room. All interested
Alpha
Gamma
Delta
alumnae are invited to attend. Alumnae Chapter will meet at
Plans for the homecoming 8:30 a. m. in the chapter room,
breakfast were made at the MSU.
meeting held September 20 in
Sherrell Wyatt and the Sh-Rothe chapter room on the Murray
Ke Combo will play at eight p.
State University campus.
Melva Holt, president, m. at the Murray Moose Lodge.
reported on the international
Sunday, October 5
cohyention she attended at
Boy Scout Troops 45 and 77
Kansas City this summer.
The next regular meeting will will hold a joint Court of Honor
be held November 15 at ten a. at four p. m. in the sanctuary of
m. in the chapter room on the the First Christian Church
MSU campus.

Delta Meets

„.

3:Fg.
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SHELTON GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Shelton
of Kirksey are the parents of a
baby girl, Tabetha Joy,
weighing seven pounds eleven
ounces, born on Tuesday,
September 23, at 3:25 a. m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is employed at
Treas Used Cars.
,
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. James H. Shelton, Jr., of
Murray Route Eight and Mr.
and Mrs. Junior Compton of
Kirksey. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Coel Compton,
Sr., of Kirksey, Mr. and Mrs.

James H. Shelton, Sr., of
Murray, and Mr. and Mrs.
Pierce McDougal of Murray
Route Eight. Great great
grandparents are Mrs. Lydia
Cain of Murray and J. W
Shelton of Grand Island, Fla

What if Guest
Objected to 'Wedding?
By Abigail
C

Van

Buren

I 971S by delsoge Tribal/1-N Y Minn &owl

DEAR ABBY: An item in your column brought up this
question: During a marriage ceremony, when the person
who officiates says, "If anyone is present who knows a
reason why this couple should not be wed, let him speak
now or forever hold his peace," what would happen if
someone were to speak up with a reason'? Would the
wedding take place? Or would it be stopped right then and
there?
Has anyone ever attended a wedding when someone
voiced an objection?
D.N. AND J.C. AT BSU
DEAR D. AND J.: I've seen it only in "B" movies, but if
tich an incident has actually occurred, I'm sure that
someone out there -will write in. Readers?
DEAR ABBY: Thank God I've got you to talk to because
I couldn't tell this to anyone else.
I am scared half out of my mind. I think there must be
something terribly wrong with me. I am afraid I am going
crazy.
I'm afraid of being around people anymore because when
someone says something to me, I wonder why they said it.
What I mean is, I have this feeling that people say one thing
to me and really mean something else.
I have a -dull headache over one eye all the time.
Sometimes it throbs and throbs. My teachers think I'm
faking, and my mother is sick of hearing me gripe about it,
so I just keep quiet. I shake a lot and cry when I'm alone.
Now that I've told you, I feel better, but I know it's going
to happen again. Please help me. I am 15.
AFRAID
DEAR AFRAID: Show your mother this column and alk
her to please take you to a doctor. If she refuses, take it to
your teacher, your principal or school nurse. You need
professional help. Write again soon, dear, and please include
your name and address. I-care.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have been married
almost five years. We bought matching wedding bands,
which we both wore at the time.
I noticed a few months ago that he has been leaving his
band at home. He does office work, so it can't be that it's a
hazard at work.
I mentioned it once or twice, and he said the band gives
him a little rash. I know that the rash goes away in a day or
two because my ring sometimes did the same to me.
My question is: DoI have cause to feel hurt? And should I
mention it to him again, or should I just take mine off, too,
and see how he likes it?
HURT
DEAR HURT: The word from here is: Don't feel hurt,
don't mention it to him again and don't take yours off "to
see how be likes it." That's childish. Maybe he's gained a
few pounds, and it's not as comfortable as it used to be.

E‘gi
5
Downtown

1203 Chestnut

CONFIDENTIAL TO WORRIED IN DAYTON,OHIO:
Please, please tell your mother TODAY that you think you
might be pregnant. She will know what to do. No girl should
i•Nve a baby at age 13.

MUrrOy 4

Kentucky
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PARKER BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Parker
of Route Twolluchanan, Tenn.,
announce the birth of a baby
boy, Joshua Ivy, weighing
seven pounds one ounce, born
on Wednesday,September 24, at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
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He Fought Like an Army,
and Lived Like a Legend.

Tune in. to WEEMS-FM 91.3
and the National Public
Radio network for a nationwide
call-in
program
following the CBS special
"FEAR ON TRIAL" tonight at
to PM and talk to John
Henry Faulk.
One of the many special
features on WKMS-FM "the
voice of Murray State"
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PREMIERE ENGAGEMENT!
CINE
OPENING FRIDAViOCTOIIER 3
(Pass List Suspended)
(No Discount Tickets)
Check Theatres for Show Times

—

The New Way

The Old Way.
Federal legislation now makes itpossible
for you to deposit your social security
check directly with us.
Come by the bank and fill out a form
which authorizes the Federal Government to deposit your social security

Ad Provided by National
Public Radio
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checks directly with us. It will save you a
trip to the bank, of course, but it also
gives you the immediate use of your
funds and removes the worry of hiost or
stolen check.
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WE HAVE A NEW
WAY TO DEPOSIT
YOUR SOCIAL
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Women of Moose will meet at
the lodge hall at eight p.m.

Starts Tomorrow for 2 Weeks

.-

Ma
Jir

The Murray
e Timm

Senior Citizens)

A special dance will be held at
the Murray Moose Lodge on
Saturday, October 4, at eight p.
m.
Playing for the event will be
Sherrell Wyatt and Sh-Ro-Ke
Combo.

VISITS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Dill of
Memphis, Tenn., were the
weekend guests of their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Dill
and Mrs. Howell Thurman.

1
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IITB BOY 46,
Mr. and Mrs. Gregg Smith of
Mayfield Route Seven are the
parents of a baby boy. Craig
McCoy, born Saturday, SepApproximately 600 women to two-year terms.)
A Silent Auction will be held
tember 10, at the Community are expected to attend the 48th
Hospital, Mayfield.
as
the
a fund-raising and enof
convention
annual
Grandparents are Mr. and Democratic Woman's Club of tertainment feature of the
Mrs. Tim Smith of Farmington Kentucky in Louisville this Convention. Items from
Route One and Mr. and Mrs. Friday and Saturday.
national and state Democratic
Jackie Myers of Mayfield Route
leaders will be sold by written
Politically active women bid.
Seven.
from all parts of the state will
The Franklin County Club will
REDDEN GIRL
gather at Executive West for host the
two-day event.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwain Redden
inthe two-day event which
of Benton Route One are the
cludes a banquet headlined by
parents of a baby girl, Amy
humorist Mark Russell, a
Ileonne, weighing nine pounds luncheon
honoring the canseven ounces and measuring
didates for statewide office, and September 29, 1975
21 inches, born on Thursday, election
of some officers.
Adults 137
September 11, at 7:58 p.m. at
Senators Wendell Ford and Nursery 4
the Murray-Calloway County Dee Huddleston will host a
Hospital.
luncheon Friday prior to the
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Grandparents are Kenneth opening business session. The
Baby Girl Cuthbertson
Redden of Westview Nursing afternoon will be highlighted by
Home, Murray, and Mr. and a workshop for those interested ( mother Natalie K.), 612 Wynn
St., Paris, .Tn., Baby Girl
Mrs..Roy Rosa, Benton Route in starting a new club.
Holland (mother Sharrer), 801
One. Great grandparents are
N. lath., Murray.
Mark
political
Russell,
a
Mrs. Vada Ross of Hardin and
Mr. and Mrs. Toy Jones of humorist based at the
DISMISSALS
Dexter Route One. A great Washington, D. C. Shoreham
Miss Sue Broach, 624 Hickory
great grandmother is Mrs. Eva Hotel, will address the evening St., Calvert City, Mrs. Linda
Burkeen of Westview Nursing banquel audience. A reception Guthrie, 808 N. 18th., Murray,
by organization president Alice Mrs Martha S. Ball, Rt. 2, Box
Home, Murray.
McDonald will follow.
74A, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Linda L
BOYD BOY
The statewide Democratic McCrory, 113 E. 19th., Benton,
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Boyd of
Mrs. Tressia G. Middleton, Rt.
Sedalia Route One are the slate will host a Saturday
2, Puryear, Tn., Miss Jennie L.
parents of a baby boy, Chad breakfast and will be honored at
Smith, 1621 Loch Lomond,
Joseph, born on Wednesday, the 12:30 p.m. luncheon. The
Murray,Mrs. Auda M. Thweatt,
nine
will
session
a.m.
business
September 17, at the MurrayRt. 3, Benton, Mrs. Iva 0.
include
Vice
First
elections
for
Calloway County Hospital.
Woodlawn,
Vice Garrett, 303
Third
Grandparents are Mr. and President,
Murray, Mrs. Lola B. Miller,
Mrs. Hugh Boyd of Sedalia President, Recording
and Rt. 2, Box 62, Murray, Dennis L.
Auditor
Route One and Mr. and Mrs. Secretary,
Member-at-Large (The Lamb, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Mary
Eugene Todd of Bardwell.
Democratic Woman's Club 0. Moody, Rt. 5, Murray, Bryan
elects half its offices each year Overcast, 511 Whitnell, Murray.
HIGGINS GIRL
Angela Beth is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Keith
Higgins of Murray Route One
for their baby girl, weighing
eight pounds four ounces, born
on Sunday, September 21, at
3:33 p. m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The father is employed at
McKeel Equipment Company,
Murray.
Grandparents .are Mr. and
Mrs. Hoy Higgins of Murray
Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Russell of Murray. Great
grandparents are Mrs. lAidie
Thurmond of Calvert City and
Guy Earl Lash of Murray.

SIMHT

Hilsmat NEVIS

Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Dan Kelso
The sanctuary of the Sugar and yellow dotted swiss ribbon.
Creek Baptist Church was the
The groom's mother, Mrs.
scene of the August thirtieth Kelso, chose to wear a long
wedding of Miss Karen yellow dress with a shoulder
Burkeen, daughter of Mr. and corsage of yellow French
Mrs. Robert E. Burkeen of carnations with yellow satin
Murray Route Three, and leaves and dotted swiss bow.
Jimmy Dan Kelso, son of Mr.
Reception
and Mrs. Robert Howard Kelso
Following the ceremony the
of Lynn Grove.
reception was held in the church
Rev. Gerald Owen officiated basement.
at the double ring ceremony
The bride's table was covered
read at eight p.m. Mrs. Cindy with a white cloth under yellow
Carroll, pianist and soloist, net and centered with silver
presented a program of nuptial candle holders holding yellow
music.
candles. Her Bible and flowers
The altar was centered with a were placed in the center of the
pair of spiral wrought iron table. Yellow punch and the two
candelabra entwined with tiered wedding cake topped
,cittthern AMilak.*taunted with with wedding bells and yellow
bows of wedgewood blue and daisies were served.
lemon yellow satin. Tall floor
Mrs. Diane Brown, Mrs.
baskets
with
sunburst Brenda Morgan, and Mrs.
arrangements of yellow ruffle Linda Coleman served the
gladioli, wedgewood blue guests.
carnations,and scotch mist also
After the reception the couple
adorned the altar.
left for a short wedding trip and
Blue and yellow satin bows are now residing at 195 Riviera
and streamers marked the Courts, Murray.
family pews.
Both the bride and groom are
Bride's Dress
1975 graduates of Calloway
The bride was escorted to the County High School. The new
altar by her father and she was Mrs. Kelso is a student at
lovely in her wedding gown Murray State University and
which she fashioned and Mr. Kelso is employed at
designed. The floor length gown Murray Tire Mart.
was of white eyelet designed
Rehearsal Party
with a v-neckline, short puffed
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Howard
sleeves, and a full skirt ending Kelso, parents of the groom,
with a wide band ruffle in the entertained with a special party
front. The eyelet train, attached in the basement of the church
to the dress, extended to a long after the wedding rehearsal.
flowing train.
Her fingertip veil of white
tulle was attached to a headpiece designed of white
margarite daisies and baby's
breath. She carried a white
open Bible with two white
butterfly roses and long satin
Mrs. Bessie Diem was hostess
streamers tied in love knots
with white miniature car- for the meeting of the New
nations, Scotch mist, and white Concord Homemakers Club
daisies tied in the knots. As she held at her home on September
approached the altar she the tenth at one p.m. with the
presented one of the butterfly president, Mrs. Charlie Stubroses to her mother and as she blefield, presiding.
"Clothing Guideposts" was
left the altar presented the
other rose to the groom's the major lesson presented by
Mrs. Curtice Cook who showed
mother.
Miss Ronda Clark was the samples of materials and styles
maid of honor, Miss Karen from magazines to illuateste the
Saylors the bridesmaid, and latest fashions.
The devotion was given by
Miss Kimberly Brown the
Mrs. John Livesay who read
flower girl.
The attendants wore floor -Luke 13:20-21 and the thought,
length white and blue checked "Mother nature stitches and
gingham dresses except for the pews the autumn leaves with a
flower girl who wore a white spidery thread and what a
eyelet pinafore over her dress. beautiful pattern shows on the
They carried off white wicker patchwork quilt for her winter
baskets filled with miniature
Mrs. Effie Edwards read the
yellow carnations, white and
blue margarite daisies, and minutes and called the roll with
gypsophelia. Yellow and blue each member answering with
gingham bows and streamers "how she would like to improve
extended from the basket her community." Mrs. Rainey
Ikvins directed the recreation.
handles.
The hostess, Mrs. Dunn,
Eddie Puckett was best man
for Mr. Kelso. Dale Thomason assisted by Mrs. Edwards,
was groomsman, Trevor served refreshments buffet
Coleman was ring bearer, and style to the ten members and
Chris and Tony Willoughby one visitor, Mrs. Annie Powell.
The next meeting will be
were ushers.
The groom wore a blue tuxedo October 8 at one p. m. at the
with white shirt, and the best home of Mrs. Curtice Cook.
man and groomsman wore blue
tuxedoes with yellow shirts.
Thee had ltliffer"*Elftnnifefe'
boutonnieres.
- MAYFIELD PATIENT—Mrs.--Berkeen-; enotheref the
Robert Easley of Murray
bride, wore a long mint green
dress with a corsage of yellow Route One was discharged
French carnations and baby's' September II from the Comeath with green velvet leaves munity Hospital, Mayfield

HI'S_

Open Friday
Nights 'til 8
Sale ends

Sale ends
October 18th

October 18th

Soft and flattering dress shapes
are in plentiful supply at Bright's
your fashion leader on the Court
Square. Tones of autumn flow
gracefully through our collection
of fine styles in the most wanted
fabrics. Select from one,two
and three-piece outfits in
Junior, missy and half-sizes.
Moderately priced at only
26.00 to 72.00 at Bright's,
your fashion leader in Murray!

beautrist -wow

20% off sale!
-- SAVE IC% CSi
IMAIUTYMIST 11-CSIE

SIYITS

Regular 1.50 a pair, NOW only 1.20 a

Regular 1.75 a pair, NOW only 1.40 a

New Concord

pair,3 pair for only 3.60

pair,3 pair for only 4.X1

Regular 1.69 a pair, NOW only 1.35 a

Regular 2.00 a pair, NOW only 140 a

Club Meets,

pair, 3 pair for only 4.05

pair,3 pair for only 4.80

Dunn Home

a

also
four
>t or

et.

SIRMITS

At last...that magical appeal
of feminine shoes has re
turned! "Piazza" ..tall and
striking on a squarely stacked
simply tailored on a
\ petite platform Slip it on and
I feel 11)01 old feminine mcjgic

PIAZZA..:Camel & Black at 1500

Why not flatter yourself this fall in a superbly styled pantsuit from BrightA.
your fashion
leader! You'll look your best. day or night when yeg:re wearing an outfitfrom Gue_superb
_
collection. Choose from sporty or dressy styles. two-piece, three-piece or
the versatile
weekender in a super array of the most Wanted autumn fashion colors.
Junior, missy and
half-sizes. Priced at only 32.00 to 12.5.00
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Regardless Of What I Think,
Streisand Is Big Box Office

R. Gene McCutcheon,editor

=Z

Humanely Speaking
Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway County
No one knows who first discovered that
some wild animals could be tamed and
raised. At about the same time that
animals were tamed, plants were tabled
too. The taming of animals and plants was
important for several reasons. One big
reason was that people no longTor fo d.had to
spend most of their time hunting
But not all our domesticated'animals
were tamed to furnish food. We do not eat
dogs and cats. They do not furnish milk or
meat for us to use. Probably they were
first tamed to become companions. Later,
dogs helped with the hunt and learned to
guard property. Some were trained to pull
sleds or carts, and much later to act as
eyes for the blind. Cats came to be liked for
their help in killing rats and mice.
People tamed animals that lived round

stretch between Sycamore and Vine on
South 9th.
Some weeks ago, I commented here that
The trees on both sides are close to the
I wasn't one to jump up and click my heels curbs and their branches come together
or turn handsprings at the mentioning of above to form a canopy over the street.
the name of "Barbra Streisand." She's not You get the feeling you are driving through
a big favorite of mine, and some found this a leafy tunnel as you drive along there. It's
hard to believe. I've taken a lot of kidding real pretty, especially this time of the
about it since, but I still don't care for Miss year.
Streisand as an actress, as a singer or as a
+++++
person. John Irvan and several others said
George Wilson, the retired secretary of
they felt the same way.
the Kentucky Press Association, called Dr.
The other day an anonymous note came
Harry Sparks, president emeritus of
in the mail. It was in a pretty little, flowery
Murray State University, one of the best
envelope like ladies use for recipes, thankstory tellers he had ever known while
you notes and things like that. Inside was a
writing in his column in the KPA
clipping from the Sept. 22 edition of "The
newspaper.
Commercial Appeal," and written in the
One of his favorites of Dr. Sparks'
margin was: "Just couldn't resist sending
stories was the one he tells so well about
this to you." No name. Just the note.
the Texas farm wife who was dyeing a
Someone had asked the paper, "Who is sweater when a lamb fell into the tub of
The Murray High School Tigers won
the greatest box office star of all movie
their fifth straight football game last night
pink dye. She told her husband about it
actrec,es today?" The answer was:
by downing Bowling Green.
that night and explained that a passing
The all-time crowd-pleaser is Barbra
motorist paid her $50 for the strange " Andrea Sykes, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Streisand. Columbia Pictures producer looking lamb.
Dick Sykes, was reelected "Sweetheart"
David Begelman figures that the star's
of the Pershing Rifles, honorary military
The fanner recognized a good thing and
current "Funy Lady" is likely to bring started dyeing lambs every color of the
fraternity at Murray State College.
Streisand's boxoffice record, for her five
rainbow and selling them at all sorts of
Deaths reported include Leonard
Ray Stark movies, to a mind-boggling fancy prices. That is how he became
Paschall of Murray Route Five and
quarter of a billion dollars. (Incidentally, known as the "biggest Iamb dyer in
Richard Henry McCabe of St. Petersburg,
did you know that Stark was Fanny Brice's Texas."
Fla.
son-in-law? Her daughter, Fran, played in
"Nix Crawford is fixing up the front of
+++++
"Funny Lady" by little Samantha HufI like this. Ralph Waldo Emerson is
his store," from the column, "Seen &
faker, is his wife)."
---Heard Around Murray" by James C.
credited with having said it.
One of those who chided me vehemently
Williams
"Here is the secret of success. To laugh
because of my appraisal of Miss
often and love much, to win the respect of
J. Matt Sparkman, dean of students at
Streisand's singing and acting in the firs' intelligent persons an& the affection of
Murray State College, will speak on "The
place was Edith Garrison. Edith is a
children; to earn the praise of honest
(birch's Ministry To the College" at the
native of West Tennessee. She gets the
First Methodist Church on Sunday
critics and endure the betrayal of false
Commercial-Appeal every day.
friends; to appreciate beauty; to find the
evening.
I strongly suspect that it was she who
best in others; to give one's self; to leave
sent me that clipping.
the world a bit better, whether by a
+++++
healthy child, a garden patch or a
Twenty farmers and agriculture leaders
I am reluctant to mention this because it
redeemed social condition; to have played
attended the field meetings and observed
Electric
or
and laughed with enthusiasm and sung
will probably send the Murray
response to varrying amounts of plant food
with exaltation; to know even one life has
Bell Telephone tree trimmers rushing out
in the production of grain sorghum on the
streets
to
nicest
the
one
of
it,
but
have
breathed
lived—
spoil
you
easier
because
to
farms of James Harris and Leon Chamthis is to have succeeded."
drive down in Murray, I think, is the short
bers.
Deaths reported include Mrs. H. L.
Parker, age 65, and W. T. (Tom) Bailey,
age M.
Jim Ed McDaniel will leave October 14
The Murray Ledger d Times is published
carriers. S2 25 per month payable in advance
for North Africa where he will be an Army
every afternoon except Sundays, itify-4, ChristBy mail in Collowoy County and to Benton. Hor•
%arty Guard.
mas Day New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by "din. Mayfield. Sedalia and Farrrongton. Ky and
Duncan has won a free trip to
Murray Newspapers. trrc 103 N
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Murray Ky 12071
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other
year
destinations.
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per
mod
127
50
.
ditioning Company.
J
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky
year
The Eastern Kentucky State Maroons
12071
Member of Associated Press. Kentucky Press
Association
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Newspop•r
astonished nearly four thousand specSUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
Publishers Association
tators here last night as they beat Murray
State 21 to 6.
By M. C. Garrott
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-about them. It is no wonder, then, that
different animals were tamed in different
parts of the world. Some domesticated
animals are still found only parts of the
world where they were once wild. Others
have been carried far and wide. Of the
animals we raise in the United States all
except the turkey were brought from the
Old World.
Any animal that is kept from the fun of
having it around is a pet. A pet should be
chosen with great care. A person who
wants a pet must not think Just of himself.
He must think of the people around him. A
mischievous or noisy pet can be a great
nuisance to neighbors.
A person choosing a pet must think of the
comfort of the animal, too. No pet can be
comfortable unless it has plenty of water,
the right kind of food and a clean place to
stay. In choosing a pet, then, these are
good questions to think about:
Will the right food be hard to get?
Does the animal need a special kind of
cage or pen?
Is the animal the right size for the home
in which it will live?
Will the animal need more exercise than
it can be given?
Is the animal easy to keep clean?
Will it be likely to hurt someone?
Most people seem to want a playful pet.
Cats and dogs are the best choices. If a
person decides he wants a dog or a cat,
there are many kinds to select from. As a
rule, small short-haired dogs are best for
cities. It is hard in a city to give big dogs
all the exercise they need. They need a
great deal of food too.
NO house cats are too big for city homes,
but the short-haired ones are easier to care
for.
Pets are often bothered by such pests as
fleas, ticks and lice. Taking good care of a
pet means keeping it free of such pests.
Pets have diseases, too and should be
vaccinated against the worst ones such as
Rabies, Distemper and Hepititus.
In the future this column will answer
questions pertaining to pet care, how to
recognize a sick pet, what to do if you are
bitten by an animal and how to avoid
having unwanted pets (spaying ). Readers
questions are invited. Please address your
inquiries to: Humane Society of Calloway
County, P.O. Box 2934 University Station,
Murray, Kentucky 42071.
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Bible Thought
And Jesus said unto them,
Come ye after me,and I will make
you to become fishers of men.
Mark 1:17.
Fishers of men! Try it. Speak a
good word for the Lord Jesus
Christ. Do a good deed for him too
Help Him today.
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1 certify that the stateensota made by me above are
correct and complete.
Signed, Walter L. Apperson, publisher.
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Understanding Mental Health

(Items show in this advertisement not always exact merchandise)

Electroconvulsive Therapy
a health column from the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
U.S. Department of Health. Education, and Welfare
Perhaps the most widely
misunderstood type of therapy .
used in the treatment of mental illness is what most people
have long called "electroshock."
A more accurate name for
this form of therapy as used
today is "electroconvulsive
therapy" (ECT), since patients experience a medically
controlled seizure without a
"shock" of any kind. Even
the term ECT is somewhat of
a misnomer because no convulsion occurs, (i.e., a generalized uncontrolled series of
contractions of voluntary muscles).
Since 1939, when electroshock therapy was first introduced in the United States
as a treatment for some
mentally ill persons, the pro-

cedure has undergone considerable refinement in light
of advances in medical technology. If performed by competent professionals. ECT is
safe and painless, as well as
extremely effective for certain
disorders. Unfortunately misconceptions still surround the
issue due to the survival of
descriptions and beliefs about
now obsolete methods of administering this type of treat
menL
Although still a subject of
controversy and debate, improved and safer forms of this
therapy are in fairly widespread use today for certain
patients. ECT is most frequently administered to extremely depressed patients in
whom dramatic relief often
occurs. At the same time advances in other forms of ther-

spy for depressive patients are
helping an increasing number
of less seriously ill persons.
The current process involves the following steps:
(1) The patient is put to sleep
with an intravenous anesthetic; (2) a powerful muscle
relaxant is administered; (3)
the physician then applies an
electric current to the scalp,
producing a mild seizure accompanied by a very minimal
twitching of the muscles.
The therapeutic role of
ECT comes through the production of changes in the
"tiring pattern" of the neurons
in the central nervous system.
The muscle twitching is secondary and not related to the
therapeutic effect.
The process is quick and
painless. The _patient is asleep
throughout the entire pro-

Recliners
$6700

cedure, gradually awakening
a few minutes after completion.
Exactly how ECT works is
yet unknown. Clinical experience has revealed several side
effects, the most common being confusion and temporary
memory loss, seen most obviously immediately after a
treatment. These changes in
memory are only temporary,
in most cases lasting no longer
than 1-2 months.
The National Institute of
Mental Health is constantly
seeking more information on
ECT as well as other treatments for mental and emotional illness through grant.
supported research projects.
Research will further separate myth from fact relating
to this and other tools in the
fight against mental illness.
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Let's Stay Well

$18

Buying A Cure For Cancer
By F.3.1:: Blassingame, M.D.
Opponents point out that such
Can the U.S. government buy a
cure for cancer? Or is the effort reasoning is faulty. While we had
primarily a big political move to the esmtial knowledge necmary to make an atomic bomb or
buy votes?
Knowledgeable authorities to put a man on the moon, we
hold different views on the have no such knowledge of the
massive federal effort to pour far more complex parts of the
money into such a research pro- problem needed to cure cancer
gram Some claim that a cure
The truth LS probably wanecan be found if enough resourtes
where between thew diverse
are spent, while other scientists
views, and it is too early to
believe that the approach in the
National Cancer Act of 1971 is measure pregress that has been
wasteful (consuming about WOO made The five-year surVival
million per year), forced and rate is improving for some of the
neglectful of other biomedical nest common cancers. Treatresearch, which might open new ment centers are being estab, knowledge leading indirectly to lished so that new knowledge
may he applied earlier in cancer
a cancer cure.
The proponents believe that if treatment to more cases Corneencentrated_mve spendinir...bitiationd• of several farms of
- ran develop an atomic bit*::--Iteatment Are effecting cares of
and put a man or the rnoon. such certain dangerous tumors
expenditure can accomplish • But the big money approach
almost any objective, including ,offers no hope, as yet, that all
cancers will be conquered; and
a cure for malignant diseases.

.
1

basic research must also be
simultaneously supported
Q Mr R M. inquires whether
aspirin has proved helpful in
preventing heart attacks
A Aspinn has no effect on preventing or lessening the hardening and thickernng of the coronary artery walls the changes
which are associated with cannery occlusions or heart attacks
However,a contributing factor is
the dotting of the blood. Aspirin
has been found to lessen the
sticluneas of the blood platelets
and to reduce their excessive
clumping, which encourages
clotting. More studies of Large
senseCEperm who have had
coronary...occlusion .are -new
planned to try to clarify any
benefits which aspirin has in
lessening the likelihood of

another occlusion

Convenient & portable. Have fun
sitting in colorful wet-look vinyl
BLASINGAME
Q. Mrs ME writes about
"tympanic sclerosis" in her ear
a sense of pressure in one side of
her head, and headache

We have a
Store Full
of Fresh

AL You probably are refemng
to otosclerosis an ear condttior

Merchandise

vihich appears in middle-aged

- persons, more frequen tly in
women than men You failed to
mention whether your hearing is
impaired, as is usual in this ill,
ness Fluoride by mouth is considered helpful in checking the
progress of the disease, and
surgery may be indicated to try
to improve your hearing Your
headaches are not necmarily
related to your ear trouble volt
should see ypie„..!.a.r.:Vecujist

—and recpiest a consultation

with

another ear specialist, since you
are wondering whether additional treatment is needed

We have Lots of Furniture that is
Manufactured from Poly FoamIncluding, Chaise Lounges, Beds
8, Living Room Suites - must see
this Furniture to Believe

4kt.,
Crown Furniture308 North Mon

Beaton, Ky.
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"Join us after the game."
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GROCERY
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MURRAY HIGH'S 1975 TIGER COACHES
From left to right, Tommie Turner, Cary Miller, Rick Fisher, Head
Coach John Hina,Jimmy Harrell and Mark Brady
The Tigers will carry a 1 &3 record into Friday's game with Caldwell
County.
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Your Individual
Horoscope
EK7)e.
Awl-lust in time for hunting season. All wood Gun Cabinets,
with locking hinged or sliding glass doors. Each unit has a
large,separately locking ammunition and accessory drawer.
Barrel racks and stock pits aro felt lined and accomodate
up to 52" guns. With Higdon's low low pricing there is no
need to hide away your favorite hunting piece. Come b
now while supply last!

Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY,
OCTOBER 3, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

•

- -

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) VA
- Keen perception needed.
'''Flanetary influences somewhat
restrictive. Don't risk present
assets on the basis of "information" backed by nothing.
TAURUS'
( Apr. 21 to May 21) Ng?
A minor flirtation could be a
pleasant diversion, but don't let
it take your mind off your work.
There's much to be accomplished — profitably.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21) Lir
Your know-how and ability to
handle the unexpected could
result in outstanding advantages. Spend time and
• talents constructively. This day
will be rich in opportunity.
- CANCER
June
22 to July 23)
A
Some business procedures
may be revised. You may not
completely understand at first,
but go along with the changes as
best you can and you'll find that
they work out very well.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
A day which should lift your
spirits considerably. Personal
relationships should be highly
congenial, with romance accented during the p.m. hours.
You may also get an extraordinarily good break In a
financial matter.

afgt

(Aiiir.--24 to Sept. 23) IP
A day for action! Don't slow
up progress by,lning overly
meticulous, fussy, 16010g for
nonexistent defects in---your
ProgramUBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 73) 41r61
•
Dail consider first thoughts
only, nor first impressions. You
could be mistaken about motivations, indications, meanings.
Give all the benefit of the doubt.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rike/tc,
You may run into snags Or
obstacles — but you can handle
them well. Pep up an old idea,
keep your vision broad. Think
4. over past experiences — and
profit by them.
SAGITTARIUS
• (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 2,440
Jupiter influences extremely
generous. A day in which to
exercise your keen faculties and
- capitalite on your wealth of
•
talents. Business matters
especially favored.
CAPRICORN
f V
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) lij
Be careful not to mix friends
and finances now. Arguments,
mistrust on either side would be
a distinct possibility. In other
respects, day should go well.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 411
You may face some inconveniences but the result will
justify them and will cornpensate if you handle situations
maturely. Broaden your mental
horizons, perk up enthusiasm.
'PISCES
• (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XG
. Stellar influences suggest
that you expand — within
reason. Tread cautiously in new
areas but go forward confidently on familiar paths.
Progressive ideas stimulated.

Six Gun Cabinet
Sliding Glass Doors

•

•

-YOU --BORN TODAY are
endolved with_ a lively imagination, a fine intellect and
great versatility -- especially
7. along creative lines. You also
have4he ability to turn ordinary
circtimstances into golden
opportunities for gain. You can
go it alone or join amicably with
others, and you like working
sor, with those who do things
brightly, concisely and with
• ' little fuss. You can rise with so
little fanfare yourself that you
often surprise others with your
•• abilities. You are highly ob- -•
.
jective in your thinking and
essentially view all things
dispassionately
and
unemotionally. This fact
sometimes gives others the
impression that you are "cold"
but, actually, you are a warm
person -- simply aiming for
accuracy and perfection. Birthdate of: George Bancroft,
Amer. historian; Gore Vidal,
author, playwright •
•
- .
The first men to fly over the ,
North 1"•,1f. were Richard E.
Byrd and Floyd Bennett of the
United States on May 9, 1926.

1.

Ten Gun Cabinet

Ten Gun Cabinet

Sliding Glass Doors

Hinged Glass Doors

II IGDON FURNITURE
STORES
IILLIIII411,
MAYFIELD, KY. HIGHWAY 45, ACROSS FROM GENERAL TIRE.

Two Days of Fraternal Independent and General Activities October 3,4
The students, faculty and staff extends a cordial
welcome to alumni, former students and friends of the
-University and invite them to participate in as many of
these exciting special activities as possible!

JAZZ SOXOPHONIST Candy Johnson
will perform in concert Friday night and
with the band at the Homecoming
Game., —

ONE OF THE THRILLS of a Murray State
Homecoming for alumni and former students is the
opportunity to see the changes made on the campus.

CEREMONIES honoring the memory of
the late Athletic Director Carlisle Cutchin are scheduled for 5 and 5:30 p.m.
Friday.

QUEEN CANDIDATES: The 1975 Homecoming Queen, to be crowned in pregame
ceremonies Saturday afternoon, will be one of these five candidates. Front, from left
Philippa Glore, Paducah; Jackie Haves, Paris, Tenn.; and Cindy Sexton, Baldwin, kb
Back row,from left Becky Smith, Fulton and Suzie Hobbie, Mayfield.

HOMECOMING FOOTBALL One of the strongest
teams in the Ohio Valley Conference, Eastern Kentucky, will provide the opposition for the Racers in
the big, colorful football game at Stewart Stadium
Saturday afternoon.

Alumni Smorgasbord, Waterfield Student
Union Building
Homecoming Game Murray vs. Morehead,
Roy Stewart Stadium

Alumni Golf Tournament, Oaks Countr‘
Club
Carlisle Cutchin Dedication, Carlisle Cutchin Recreational Complex
Carlisle Cutchin Dinner, Waterfield Student
Union Building
Jazz Concert-Candy Johnson and Phi Mu
Alpha'Men of Note", Lovett Auditorium

Candy Johnson & Murray State University
Marching Band and Hanna Barbera Characters

Homecoming Dance, Waterfield Student
Union Building

Homecoming Parade
Alumni Business Session, Ordway Hall

HAIR BEAR BUNCH: Back for the third year to participate in the festivities will be the playful "Hair
Bear Bunch"from Cincinnati's King's Island.

MURRAY'S BICENTENNIAL SALUTE will be the
theme of this yea's Homecoming Parade,
scheduled to start at 9:30 a.m. on Saturday.

Fraternal And Independent Activities
Time
p.m.
Kappa Alpha Order Sat.,Spin
Sat., 9.12 p.m

Sat.,9 a.m.
Sat.,9 p.m.

Lambda Chi Alpha Sat., all do
Sat..9 P.M.

Fri 11
Sat , 8 p.m.

Welcorne Back Par.
House
ty
House
Breakfast
Dance
Calvert aty
ter. Paducah
Home Party for
Moot

Sat after gamePorty
Fri Spin
7.30 a m

Jazz Concert
guest artist
Breakfast

House Party
Tau Kappa Epsilon Fri ,I p.m.
Sat., 10 30a.m Alurnru Meeting
Dimce
Sat.,5p.m.

The Most Exciting Weekend of The Year at Murray State!
This ad sponsored and paid for by the

Cilrke

Cen-

'
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From The Eye
Of A Woman

Injury-Riddled Racers
ost Morehead Saturday

By Patsy
Beauchamp_

'
,
QNSSIPittalettgON

AMMOSISIMMOIMIlk

Women's athletics at Murray State
University are diffidently on the rise. In the
last four years, MSU has been among the top
three of Kentucky State Intercollegiate
competition in track, tennis, basketball, and
volleyball.
With the allocation of eight full scholarships
to the women's athletic department, this year
may prove to be even more successful than
the past. The following is a brief review of
each intercollegiate team at MSU.
TENNIS
Tennis being one of Murray's favorite
pastimes, I'll start here first. A former
member of the tennis team myself, I'm extra
proud of the record we have accumulated.
The women°s tennis team is currently in its'
ninth year of competition as an intercollegiate sport. Mrs. Nita Head has never
had a losing season in the eight full years she
has coached, and currently posting a 6-1 wonlost record, it is unlikely that she will end her
winning streak this year.
Coach Head has a remarkable 7647 over-all
team match record. This includes three
undefeated seasons-which is pretty darn good
considering the competition. The "worst"
season the netters ever had ended with a 13-5
record!
The Kentucky State Intercollegiate
Tournament for tennis began in 1973. MSU
landed in third place in 1973 and 1974. Coach
Head is pretty optimistic about this years'
chances in the state tourney, and she certainly has reason to be.
The biggest reason is Karen Weis, a freshman from Wawautosa, Wisconsin. Karen is
currently undefeated at the NO. 1 singles spot
and my guess is she'll stay that way. This
team might just be the one to hand Nita Head
her first championship.
TRACK
Mrs. Margaret Simmons has her hands full
fall and spring. In the fall, with the cross
country team, she is urging runners to push
on, jumping up and down with excitement,
and trying to keep her son Tooter out of the
mud.
In the spring, with track, she is urging
runners to push on,jumping up and down with
excitement, and trying to keep her son Tooter
out of the mud.
Going into her ninth year of coaching
women's track at MSU, Mrs. Simmons has

developed one of the best track programs in
the south-central part of the nation.
Coach Simmons' track teams have never
been beaten in a duo meet and until last year,
was never beaten by a Kentucky team. The
ladies track team brought MSU its' first
Kentucky Intercollegiate Championship in
1974(the first year the state tourney included
track). Impressive? There's more.
Probably 1971 was the best year for Coach
Simmons. MSU won the Kent State Invitational, the Eastern Kentucky State Invitational, the Murray State Invitational at
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
One of the greatest moments in Margaret
Simmons' coaching career came when Carla
Coffey won 1st place in the 100 meter hurdles
at the DGWS National Championships, setting a national record of 14:5. Carla went on to
capture second and seventh place in two other
events to singularly place Murray State ninth
in the nation!
With three scholarships going to the track
program, MSU will be looking forward to
another successful season.
BASKETBALL
The women's basketball squad, coached by
DewDrop Rowlett, is going into its' 10th year
of competition. Never having a losing season,
Coach Rowlett's teams have captured two
runnel -up and two third place spots in the
Kentucky State Tournament.
Last year, the ladies twit the Evansville
Invitational, runner-up in the Southeast
Missouri Invitational, and runner-up in the
consolation bracket of the National Regional
tourney held in Elon, N. C.
This year, with 41 girls reporting for tryouts, Coach Rowlett expects to have the
strongest team Murray State has ever had.
Keep watching for further reports on the
women's basketball team which will open
their season Nov. 22 at Fort Campbell.
VOLLEYBALL
This year for some unknown reason, the
volleyball team has been changed from team
sport to "club" sport. Even though the
volleyball club is still competing in-,
tercollegiately and will be eligible for state
competition, it was given a very limited
budget and no scholarships. Despite these
drawbacks, the 1975 team (whoops, I mean
club looked pretty good as they defeated UT
Martin 4-15, 15-11, 15-9 Tuesday.

By KIM BRANDON
Ledger &Times Sports Editor
Things have to get better.
They just can't get much worse.
For starters, Murray State
University was picked as one of
the top teams in the Ohio Valley
Conference. Right now, they are
one of the bottom teams, having
lost twice in two outings.
The Racers were supposed to
have a super tough defense.
That hasn't been a disappointment. But each week, the
defense keeps shrinking as key

North Boys And Girls Take Crowns
North Elementary won a pair
of softball titles Wednesday in
the County Softball Tournament.
In the girl's contest, North
defeated East 11-6 and was
undefeated in the double
elimination tournament. In the
boy's game, North took a 13-5
win over East and was also
undefeated in the tourney.
Each team had 12 hits in the
girl's game but it was homeruns
that made the difference for
North.
S.
Smith
and

Frankhouser each had homers
in the contest. Smith had a
while
three-run
shot
Frankhouser hit a grand slam.
S. Smith and Todd each had
three hits to pace North while
Hale and Frankhouser each had
two. Also hitting safely were
Darnell and B. Smith.
For East, McCuiston, Tucker,
Wilson and Housden all had two
hits while Shepard and Brandon
also hit safely.
North had three homers in the
boy's contest and banged out 24
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.,

hits in posting the win.
Thorn and Graham each had
two-run homers while Scruggs
had a three-run homer for the
winners. Emmerson had a tworun homer for East.
and
Scruggs, Graham
Paschall all had four hits for
North while Edwards had three.
McClure, Lamb and Thorn had
two hits apiece while Rogers,
Boggess and Rule also hit
safely. Boggess was the winning
pticher in the contest.
For East, Emmerson had
three hits while Bynum and
Childress each had two. Also
hitting safely for East were
Sanders, Barnett, Cook, Batey,
Smith and Morton.

Game Is Questionable
PRAIRIE VIEW, Tex. ( AP)
— The status of the Prairie
View A&M-Grambling football
game, scheduled for Saturday
night Oct. 4, in Dallas, is in
doubt and probably will not be
played, officials at Prairie
View said.
The problem ,is that Grambling University scheduled both
Prairie View and Oregon State
on the same date. Although the
scheduled Cotton Bowl game
with Prairie View is the official
Southwestern Conference scheduled date for both teams,
Grambling has refused to play
the game.

Seeks Credentials
CAMP PENDLETON, Calif.
't AP — A war refugee who
was a Davis Cup tennis player
in South Vietnam will try in
competition Friday for credentials from the U.S. Professional
Tennis Teachers Association.
Ta Duy Bau, 27, was a member of the Vietnam national
tennis team starting in 1972 and
a Davis Cupper since 1974. He
was a helicopter pilot before
the war evacuation.

MacPhail Man Who First Used
Lights For Baseball, Is Dead
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
Larry MacPhail, a baseball
innovator who revolutionized
the game, will be buried Friday
in the small Michigan town of
Cass City, where he was born
and raised.
MacPhail, who installed the
first lights in a major league
baseball park, thereby allowing
night games, and who began
Old Timers' Day, died Wednesday morning in a Miami, Fla.,
nursing home. He was 85.
-Larry MaiPhail was dynamic, bombastic and smart," said
Gabe Paul, -president of the
New York Yankees. "He made
many contributions to baseball
and I have a special place in
my heart and my memories for
him.
The first club president tO fly
his team to atl road games and
who tapped the Caribbean es a
fertile ground for exhibitions
and training camps, MacPhail
built pennant winners of the
Cincinnati Reds, the Brooklyn
Dodgers and the Yankees. He
retired from baseball after his
1947 Yankees won the World
Series.
"I'm finished," he said following the Yanks' victory over
the Dodgers. "I promised mg In western Kentucky, when
ret retire when a teain
you mention golf, the second
•thing that comes to mind is Jack
- mine won a World Series."
MacPhail, who came to be Nicklaus or the U. S. Open. The
known as the "Barnum of first event in golfdom for the
Baseball," entered the sport in folks in the lake country is the
1930 when he purchased the Co- annual Boots Randolph Golf
lumbus, Ohio, Senators of the Tournament, to be held this
American Association for year on October), 4, 5 at Lake
$100,000. He rebuilt the team's Barkley State Resort Park.
The fun-packed weekend
combines great golfing with the
thrill of live music performed
by some of country music's topranked musicians. Among the
celebrities to appear in this
National League
year's tournament are Boots
Saturday, Oct. 4
Pittsburgh Reuss 18-111 at Randolph, Floyd Cramer, Chet
Cincinnati (Gullett 15-4, 4 p.m. Atkins, Pee Wee King, Ferlin
Sunday, Oct. 5
Husky, Sandy and Diane,
Ronnie Prophet, and Boyce
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati, 4 Hawkins.
Tournament play begins on
p.m.
Tuesday, Oct 7 Saturday but the festivities
start Friday night with music
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, 8 15 featuring Randolph and many
of the other performers on hand
p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 8 for the weekend. A concert will
be held on the tennis courts at
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, 8.15 Lake Barkley Lodge, starting at
p.m., if necessary,
9:00 p. m. Friday. If the
Thursday Oct. 9 weather is good, the outdoor
music will be open to the public
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, 2 free of charge
p.m., if necessary
The golfers will be competing
for a host of prizes donated by
various businesses. Prizes will
American League
Saturday, Oct. 4 include a trip to the Bahamas
for a hole-in-one, a new car, a
Oakland ( Holtzman 18-141 at microwave oven, a golf bag
Boston ( Tient 18-l4, 1 p.m
travel cover, and two Kentucky
Sunday, Oct. 5
hams. Trophies will be awarded
to the winners of the eight
different flights in the tourOakland at Boston, 4 p.m
.1
Tuesday, Oct. 7 nament.
At 11:00 a. m. on Friday,
Boston at Oakland,
Wednesday, Oct. 8
Suit Filed

Boots Randolph Tourney
Set To Begin Saturday

Baseball Playoffs
At A Glance

Boston at Oakland, 8:15 p.m.,
if necessary
Thursday, Oct. 9
Boston at Oakland, 3 30 p.m.,
if necessary

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton

Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora

The Number To Call

people are added to the Injury sustained an injured ankle and has to leave.
list
he is still on crutches and will
"So at the present time, we're
So with a rash of injuries, you probably miss Saturday's trying to teach some people
can expect to see a bunch of new game.
more than one position. You'll
faces in the lineup Saturday
"There will be some changes see several changes in the
when the Racers host Morehead all right," Furgerson said.
defense Saturday," Furgerson
at 2 p. m. in Stewart Stadium in
"But other than McDonald added.
the 1975 Homecoming.
and Reeves, we really don't
Because Morehead scouts
In the first game of the know the status on anyone. The read papers, Furgerson was not
season, a 16-9 loss to Western big thing in the changes is that overly eager to tell what
Carolina, Murray lost cor- we're allowed to dress only 48 positions would be different.
nerback Charlie Reeves and players. In cases where we have
On the offense, Furgerson
linebacker David McDonald for an injured person dressing, plans to play junior transfer
the season. Last week, we're one man short if he gets Larry Jones at tailback quite a
linebacker Kevin Whitfield injured again in the game and bit. Jones has yet to carry the
ball this season.
"This is no slam against Art
Kennedy. He picked up 110
yards for us last week against
Tech and did a fine job. We're
just wanting to keep him fresh
for as long as we can."
It would also be a safe guess
park, adding lights, and quickly MacPhail left the game once that freshman fullback Randy
turned the club into a pennant more, this time to join an Jones of Mayfield will be seeing
winner. Then he sold it to Sam Army unit during World War some action, particularly when
Breadon of the St. Louis Cardi- IL
Larry Jones is running at
After the war, he purchased
nals for a profit.
tailback.
He then took over the Cincin- the Yankees and returned them
As far as other offensive
nati Reds in 1933, a last-place to power while introducing Old changes, Willie DeLoach has
Timers'
Day to Yankee Stateam that was in debt. Macbeen moved back to his regular
Phail installed lights there and dium.
wideout spot and will not be
In
1958,
when
the
Braves
got his friend, President Frankrunning anymore from the
lin D. Roosevelt, to switch were still in Milwaukee and the tailback position,
A's
in
Kansas
City,
MacPhail
them on.
We had a squad meeting
Before long, MacPhail built a proposed a four-divisional setup Sunday and we talked about a
for
baseball—close
to
what
exwinner and the Reds won the
lot of things. Physically, we're
National League pennant in ists today—with teams in not in too good of shape but we
1939 and 1940, just after Mac- Seattle, Denver, Dallas, Hous- have a very good mental atPhail retired from baseball for ton, New Orleans, Atlanta, To- titude. We haven't played well
ronto, Montreal, Mexico City
the first time.
as a full team but we're going to
He returned to baseball to do and Havana. He also suggested play better," Furgerson
a similar rescue operation on second teams be located in predicted.
the Dodgers. In Brooklyn's first New York, Los Angeles, San
"It was just a battle of field
night game after MacPhail in- Francisco and either Detroit or position last week. The big
stalled lights, Johnny Vander Philadelia.
difference in the game was that
His survivors include his widMeer of Cincinnati pitched his
Tech had 71 offensive plays and
second consecutive no-hit ow, Jean; two sons, Lee, presi- we had only 50. You might ask
dent of the American League,
game.
why didn't we open up our ofBut the Dodgers won the Na- and William, former vice presi- fense.
dent
of
CBS,
and
two
daughtional League flag in 1941 and
"But the thing was that we
finished second in 1942 before ters, Jeannie and Marian.
were always in minus field
position. Our kicking game was
going good for us and that kept
us out of a lot of trouble. We
were just forced into playing
conservative on offense."
How does Furgerson feel

AKRON, Ohio (AP) — William R. Sweany says he paid
$500 two years ago to get his
registered trotting mare, Ro
Ayers, bred to a Pennsylvania
stud by the name of "Speedy
Count."
In a suit filed against Hanover Farm in U.S. DiStrkt
Court, Sweany said the mare
was instead "impregnated by a
stud whose lineage and racing
potential are unknown."
His attorney said the colt
anen of the union was "lopeared, bow4eg,ged and no damned good." Sweany, a baliff in
Stark County Common Pleas
Court in Canton, is asking that
his $500 stud fee be returned,
plus $15,000 in damages.
HOCKFM
'KANSAS CITY — The Buffalo
sabres of the National Hockey
League sold goaltender Rocky
Farr to the Kansas City Scouts
di a straight cash transaction.

Boots Randolph will join
Kentucky's Commissioner of
Parks, Bruce Montgomery, in
dedication ceremonies for the
new pro shop at the park.
Practice rounds will be held on
Friday for Saturday's competition. Prizes and trophies
will be presented on Sunday
following the final rounds of the
tournament.
For further information, call
the park at (502) 524-1171.

about the Racers' chances in
the league?
-Always, you go into a season
feeling you can win all 10
games. But it rarely happens.
Even Ohio State and the great
teams over the years have
difficulty in going 10-0. Last
year, we were fortunate to pull
two or three games out in the
last minute. We haven't been
able to do that this year.
"It's been a long time since a
team has gone undefeated in the
OVC. So with one loss in leagne
play,!don't think we're out of it
by any means. You have to be
good and lucky, if that's the
proper term.
"You also got to be healthy.
Right now, we're already down
to non-scholarship people at
some positions. So we just can't
have anymore injuries and still
hope to be in the running for the
OVC championship."
Morehead comes into the
contest with a 1-1 record, having
defeated Marshall and losing 1210 last week to Middle Tennessee.
The Eagles are an explosive
offensive club. Tailback Ron
Mosley has 154 yards in two
games. He is 6-3 and runs the
100-yard dash in 9.5. Fullback
Bob Brockman has gained 190
yards in two games. Quarterback tony Simms has passed
for 202 yards. Morehead can
score. And that's what it takes
to win games.
The defense is led by Vic
Williams, a senior cornerback
and a member of the AllConference Team last season.
Furgerson calls Williams one of
the best pro prospects in the
conference.
"We're definitely going to pull
all stops Saturday," Furgerson
said.
"We're going to play a lot of
people and do everything we
:an to win this football game."
A crowd of about 15,000 is
expected to be on hand for the
Homecoming contest.

Register To Vote
•

AT THE CALLOWAy COUNTY COURTHOUSE
You must be registered by October 6,1975
in order to vote in the November Election

You deserve a choice
There is a Republican Party in Calloway County

REGISTER REPUBLICAN
This advertisement paid far by
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Supper at Jerry's. It's more than me-at and potatoes .

A

Astro Carl
Smith Pour
McCuistom
15
Astro Carl
&nth Pooh
Roberts Re

Glynds 131a,
Sondra File(
Mary Pm*

Your choice from an assortment of soups. salads
or juices to start your meal just right..

Glynds Rla
Sondra Rio
Mary Cants

Sondra Rio
Carolyn Boa
Mary Srnitt

Sondra Rio
Mary
Pat

Entre
You choose from a selection of four different
main dishes every night.

•

Pat Scott.
mitt
Rico
Jeanette WI
Verona Gro
Kay Addis°
Margaret N
Glynda
Mary Cents
Marie Clad

Maryr:

•

Two Vegetables
Nou pick any two healthy garden vegetables from
the big choice on each night's menu.
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Douglass Shipped Out
After Six Pro Seasons

believe it. What a way to treat now the past.
By JAMES C. ROGAL
Though his ability as a runWriter
human being after all the
Press
d
a
Associate
was never questioned and
ner
tries
CHICAGO ( AP) -- After six abuse he's taken. Who
often praised, Douglass had
full seasne-s of rare glory and harder than Bobby?"
passing. His
Douglass' departure leaves continual problems
frequent disappointment with
completion perthe Chicago Bears, quarterback the Bears with two quarter- professional
and his fate
Bobby Douglass is looking for a backs—third-year man Gary centage was .421,
he ran
after
sealed
appeared
fresh start in football—and ear- Huff and rookie Bob Avellini—
35-7 seasona
in
the
offense
Finks
had
to
situation
have
he'll
and the
ly indications are
to the Baltimore
hunting for another. A team opening loss
look hard.
Colts,
Wedneslate
said
released
n
spokesma
was
Douglass
After the opener, Coach Jack
Wednesday by the National day the Bears are talking with
said Huff would start in
Football League team. And the NFL about the status of Pardee
game against the
Sunday's
last
Pete
ler
signal-cal
trade
journeyman
after failing to work out a
Eagles. He did
hia
Philadelp
deal for himself in the after- Beathard, who started this seawon 15-13.
Bears
and
the
Chi-defunct
waivnow
on
the
son with
noon, he was placed
for 4,845
passed
Douglass
Footcago Winds of the World
ers.
touchdowns and
30
and
yards
bounced
He
Finks
Jim
League.
Manager
ball
General
2,436 yards and 19
said he had talked first to five around.the NFL for 10 years rushed for
touchdowns with the Bears. In
other NFL teams about a pos- before.
1972 he set an NFL record by
sible trade, but "there has not
968 yards on the
Beatgaining
sign
will
"Whether we
been any interest shown to
most ever by a pro
the
ground,
know,"
don't
we
not,
or
hard
date."
in one season
ck
quarterba
this
"At
said.
n
If the 6-foot-4, 228-pound left- the spokesma
to
talk
to
want
just
we
point,
anothby
claimed
not
hander is
er club at the $100 waiver fee him about his football future.
before 4 p.m., EDT, today, We want a third quarterback
Douglass will be just another on our roster, preferably a veteran."
free agent.
Douglass also was the team's
Still, he is confident he'll be
playing quarterback in the NFL player representative in union
this season. "Something will negotiations with NFL managehappen," he said. "I'll be a ment over a new contract.
He reportedly received more
quarterback somewhere. It depends on contracts and circum- than $75,000 from the Bears. He
was drafted in the second
stances."
in 1969 from Kansas Uniround
RuDouglass' attorney, Herb
him
doy, called Finks' move "the versity. The Bears hailed
of
ack
"quarterb
their
as
then
I've
thing
worst
coldest, the
ever heard of in sports...I can't the fuure," but that future is

Neither All Or Frazier Really Wanting To
Discuss Future, Frazier Leaves For Hawaii
"I still wanted to come out heart attacks when I lox.
By WILL GRIhtSLEY
formal press conference said "I may say I will retire and
"Now Frazier goes into airI wanted to
AP Special Correspondent
that, despite pleadings of his then, after a couple of weeks, I for the last round.
ports and people say, 'Sorry
.
explained
he
it,"
at
shot
a
take
motor
MANILA ( API — Muham- family to hang up his gloves, will want to get my
you lost, champ.' I didn't want
mad All and Joe Frazier both he would not make up his mind cranked up one more time." he "but the boas said different."
that happening to me. In a situFutch
felt
toringsiders
plans
Most
t
hedged on retiremen
until he has explored all the al- said.
be- ation like that, I reach down
day as they prepared to leave ternatives with his trainer and
Both All and Frazier wore made the proper decision,
certainly mentally and think of all that is
the scene of one of the greatest advisor, Eddie Futch.
dark glasses to hide the dam- lieving Frazier almost
out Involved."
knocked
been
have
would
ring
heavyweight title fights in
age around their eyes suffered
All said his travel plans were
had
life
for
injured
maybe
and
slugfest
physical
history.
in the brutal,
te, that he was await-licomple
continue.
to
permitted
as
been
he
retire
"I don't want to
that ended with Frazier failing
peon the Shah of Iran
word
ing
'
a
and
All wore dark slacks
much today as I did after the
to answer the bell for the 15th
possible visit there and he
ft,
be
ail
shirt
white
ng
titletight-fitti
fight yesterday," world
and final round.
and dis- was contemplating a trip to
holder Ali said, relaxing in his
Frazier said his left eye was reclined in a chair
By The Associated Press
an ab- Frankfurt, Germany, to plug
21st-floor suite of a Manila hoalmost completely closed by cussed the fight with
Exhibitiess
and his autobiography, just off the
bombast
usual
his
of
tel.
the 13th round and he had diffi- sence
's Residis
Wednesday
presses.
glasses
of him. braggadocio. The dark
"Tomorrow I will want to rePhoenix (NBA) 114, Los An- culty seeing on one side
Frazier, his wife and five
his
that
fact
the
hide
will
not
could
tire even less. Somebody
There was a small gash and a
geles(NJM) 112
were to depart at 6
children
left eye was almost closed.
come up with a big stack of
New York Nets (ABA) 107, bruise decorating his right eye
local time ( 6 a m., EDT)
p.m.,
to
no
saw
he
anxious
said
left.
The champion
money and I will be
and an ugly bump over the
Denver (ABA) 104
for Honolulu and a brief vacareason that Frazier should rego again."
- Kentucky Colonels(ABA) 95,
tion before returning home.
don't
a
"I
calling
ring.
the
from
tire
Earlier, Frazier,
Chicago Bulls (NBA)86
I
think he should just because
Philadelphia 76ers(NBA)116,
To Continue
beat him," All said. "After all,
Utah Stars (ABA) 111
he lost to the fastest, greatest
117,
TACOMA, Wash.(AP)— The
Houston Rockets (NBA)
can
of all time. He is youngfighter
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High
PacifMurray
Board of Directors of the
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buy er than I sin. He proved he is
they
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Thursday' Games
KAANAPALI, Hawaii f AP)—
a fighter against
Twins have voted to continue
Utah Stars vs. Virginia their tickets for Friday's one hell of
d Jimmy Connors has
Top-seede
football game early.
operating in 1976 as a baseball Squires at Richmond, Va.
an easy victory in one
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rally
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g
Caldat
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Tickets
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farm club of
Friday's Games
be two Frazier appeared to have taken—ar- only two second-round
Twins. The team's officers will
Atlanta -IL— Milwaukee at well County Friday will
$50,000 Island
dollars for adults and $1.50 for charge in the middle rounds, matches in the
be retained.
Greenville, S.C.
Tennis Classic.
Pro
Holidays
didn't
I
if
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"I
students
All
-said:
,
However
Washington vs. Boston at students.
GOLF
Connors defeated Raz Reid 6can buy advanced tickets at pull it.out at the end, I might
BARRINGTON, R.I. — Mrs. Dayton, Ohio.
and officials 1, 8-3 Wednesday while Jeff Boreferee
The
lose.
dollar.
one
for
High
Murray
Detroit vs. New York at New
Philip J. Ctidone of Myrtle
rowiak beat Brian Gottfriad 8-4,
Murray High will take a 1-3 were against me.
Beach, S.C. and Mrs. Mark A. Haven, Conn.
understand. 3-8, 7-5 in the other seconddon't
people
contest
"But
m.
p.
8
the
into
record
Los Angeles vs. Seattle at
Porter of Cinnaminson, N.J.
with Caldwell County. The I start thinking what it would round match.
were tied for the lead of the Portland
The tournament, with a $9,000
in which the game will mean if I lost. I was thinking of
stadium
Golden State at Portland
14th USGA Senior Women's
prize, runs through the
world
first
the
Over
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all
on
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Denver Nuggets vs. New be played
Golf Championship with firstof
die
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Same
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Pro Basketball
At A Glance

Student Tickets
On Sale At MHS
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Penn State's Johnson
No Trouble In Switch

STATEAP

someBy RALPH BERNSTEIN . . alize that now there was
Also, at
me.
of
corgein-tiork
'
..
...
Writer
Sports
COKAW,Pra.:(AP) safety I had little close contact
— Mike Johnson recalled his work."
Now, Johnson feels that his
reaction when Penn State foothas
ball coach Joe Paterno called experience as a safety
him in one day last spring and helped him play halfback.
"When you play safety and
: told the defensive back he was
the seconbeing switched from safety to call the defense for
overall
an
you
gives
it
dary
cornerback.
"I guess I didn't fully appre- view of the defensive scheme,"
I
ciate what the move involved," Johnson pointed out. "Now
and
on
going
is
what
see
can
Johnson said before the Nittany
Lions took the field for a prac- make the play automatically."
The 185-pound Steelton, Pa.,
tice session for Saturday's
game here against the Ken- native also feels that he can
gamble more at halfback.
tucky Wildcats.
"As a safety I couldn't afford
"I was used to being the last
make a mistake," Johnson
to
exJohnson
defense,"
line of
a touchplained. "It was strange to re- explained. "It meant
down. Now, if I slip, there is
Bowling
another line of defense.
"I think personally that I'm
Standing:
playing better as a halfback
Diller or Dollar
than I did at safety," Johnson
Bowan(Leapm
W
claims. "I'm more aggressive.
Timm
11
Xilith Poidlry
I like being in on the action.
1I
CrawfordSA
11
The safety has to hold back. He
Aide Repair
111
CY& Con
can't take chances."
8
MaCuiliaaato Electric
7
Johnson admits that he likes
filicestIkarlaad Co
7
Astro(ir Wadi
to
hit people, and playing halfMurray ?ed.Savings a Law. 7
6
back has given him that opporD.& D.Body Shop
e
Roberts Realty
tunity.
5
Team No.2
5
"This is more my style of
Corvette Lanes
High Team Game(SC)
he observes.
football,"
5411
Astro Car Waal
545
Penn State defensive backBusah Poultry
50
McCulaton Auto Electric
field coach Gregg Ducatte
High Teem Game(HC)
774
agrees with Johnson.
Astro Car Waah
746
McCuiston Auto Electric
"Mike is a very aggressive
754
Smith Poultry
758
tackler, the hardest hitter in
Astro Car Wash
High Team Series(SC)
the secondary we have," De1571
Astro Car Waah
1572
catte says.
Swilfa Poultry
1446
Mcoallaa Auto Electric
At Steelton-Highspire High,
I%0Thom Series MC/
near Harrisburg, Johnson was
2241
Astro Car Wait
2211
&nith Po
a running back as well as a de2110
Roberts
fensive performer.
came(IIC)
Ito
aboaselect
"I liked defense better even
Ns
lisitelbee
high school," Johnson says.
in
.111
t
et
lirrylmis
High Ind. Gams(HC)
first day I was here
"The
10
Glynds Black
(Penn State) they told me to
IX
Sandra Rice
217
Mary C.ontri
learn the defensive signals. I
High Ind.&nix(BC)
like defense. I don't think I'd
06
Sondra Rice
611
Carolyn Roemer
enjoy getting run over, getting
04
Mary &WO
hit, as a running back."
High lad.Series(IC)
.4 . • WW
.
Johnson in four games has
508
y
r
a
M
e
c
i
t
F
Smitli
eiledi
had 26 tackles, 14 unassisted.
477
,
IBgb Averages
He's recovered one fumble. He
ist
Pat Scott.
doesn't have any interceptions,
157
Stnith
1111
Rice
but that's because of the re1411
Jeanette WIllimo.
spect the opposition shows him.
142
Verona Green
141
Kay Addison
Usually the passes go to the
10
Margaret Morton
side of the field.
other
131
Glyn& Mark
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B-210 Hatchback

=

Maa

Mary Contri
Marie Clark

III

111.

Miss Your Paper?
Sobscribers vrhe have set
their homereceived
delivered copy of The
Mernry Ledger & Times by
5:30 p.c. an urged to eel
7U-916 Mamma 5:30 p. et.
seri 6 p. ot. to Store
delivery of the newspaper.
Calls most be pieced before
6 p.m.

4

Three On Waivers
SAVANNAH, Ga. (AP) —
The Atlanta Hawks waived
three players Wednesday night,
including veteran center Bob
Kauffman,the National Basketball Association club said.
Others cut were free-agent
forward Bernard Hardin and
guard Oscar Jackson, an
eighth-round draft choice from
Duquesne.
The cuts reduced Atlanta's
roster to 14, not counting holdout Dean Meminger

Connors Gains Easy
Win In Tournament

29
MICK TIE YELLOW PAGES FOR YOUR CLOSEST DATS1111 DEALER.

Datstufs done it again! In the
Environmental Protection Agency gas
mileage figures released Sept. 22,
Datsun B-210 with manual
transmission got 41 MPG on the
highway,'29 MPG in the city. B-210
got better highway mileage than any
other 76 car tested, and we did it
without making you buy a-more
expensive optional engine like some
economy cars do. It's no surprise that
Datsun came_out,on top...we've been
mileage leader or been.tied for firstplace for 3 of the 4 years the EPA has
been testing gas mileaget,Ofcourse,
these figures are estimates and actual
MPG may be more or less depending
on the condition of your car and how
-you drivg. Datstin B-210, the mileage
leader. See all.the-gas-saving Datsuns
...the '75s are going fast and the '76s
will be here soon.
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Mayfield And Heath
Keep Spots In Poll
Shelby County, followed by
Glasgow F.ad Erlanger Lloyd.
Ashland, Middlesboro and
Frankfort remained the top
teams in AAAA, AA and A, respectively, but there's a new
leader in the,Jefferson County
AAAA ratings.
After a 42-7 stomping of previously unbeaten Manual, St.
Xavier found itself a unanimous choice for the number
one spot. It was a case of the
voters being re-convinced, since
they voted St. X the top squad
in the preseason poll.
Trinity moved up a notch to
second while last week's leader, Bishop David, fell to third
despite a 10-0 blanking of thenfifth rated DeSales.
Jefferstown, 4-0, made its
first appearance in the ratings,
taking the fourth spot after a
22-12 upset of Fairdale.
Fairdale fell into a fifth-place
tie with two other clubs - unbeaten Durrett and Valley, 3-1.
Ashland, though idle, lost
none of its support and was a
solid choice to top the Class
AAAA ranks. Bowling Green
held on to second, Owensboro
to third and Lexington Bryan
Station to fourth.
Paducah Tilghman, 2-1, nosed
into fifth aheatof Boone County, a 23-0 loser to Highlands
last Saturday.
Middlesboro, which crushed
Knox Central 40-14, was an
GENERAL
easy pacesetter in Class AA.
NEW YORK - Larry Mac- The other four spots were also
Phail, former owner of the New unchanged with Scott County,
York Yankees and the Brooklyn Mayfield, Somerset and Corbin
Dodgers who founded night following in order.
Frankfort ripped Bath County
haseball, died at the age of 85.
46-0 to keep its hold on the No.
1 spot in Class A. There was no
BASEBALL
MONTREAL-Gene Mauch, change in the other four spots,
who managed the Montreal either, with Heath, Richmond
Expos since they joined the Na- Madison, Harrodsburg and
tional League as an expansion Raceland filling out the top
five.
team, was fired.

By MIKE CLARK .
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) Franklin-Simpson Coach Jim
Mathews admits he likes
watching television - his wife
says -he watches it until the
station signs off" - but what
he most enjoys watching is a
running Bear.
That 'Bear,' also known as
James Stanley, has spearheaded a bruising Wildcat
ground game that has lifted
Franklin-Simpson to five
straight wins.
In the process, the Cats have
become seemingly permanent
residents of second placein the
Associated Press's Class AAA
football poll.
The reason: awesome Ft.
Thomas Highlands, 5-0, has
been a unanimous first place
selection all season.
But Mathews says he doesn't
mind being -stuck" in second
place. "We're happy to be
there," he said, especially since
he didn't know what to expect
from this year's after graduation ravaged the squad.
But Stanley, who has rushed
for 816 yards and 15 touchdowns, has quited Mathews'
worries. "We're real proud up to now," he says, but cautions that a tough schedule remains.
A distant third this week is

Jefferson County AAAA
30
1. St. Xavier (3-0) (6)
21
2. Trinity (3-0)
20
3. Bishop Davis (5-0)
10
4. Jefferstown (4-0)
5. (tie) Durrett (5-0) 3 Fair3
dale (4-1)
3
Vat* (3-1)

Franklin-Simpson And Stanley To Cross State BoundarylBy MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Keep a wary eye on the Kentucky border, you folks in Portland, Tenn. There's a bread
and butter Bear headed your
way.
That's James "Bear" Stanley, Franklin-Sixnpson's rampaging tailback who is "our
bread and butter runner,"
Coach Jim Mathews says.
So far, Stanley has rolled up
816 yards and 15 touchdowns in
just five games - all Wildcat
victories. And, as if that isn't
enough, Mathews say)s that
sophomore quarterback Joe
James "is starting to throw the
ball real well."
And there's always that rug-

..
State AAAA
70
1. Ashland (5-0) (12)
ling Green (5-0) ( 3) 57
2. Bowling
44
3. Owensboro (5-0)
4. Lex. Bryan Station (3-1) 26
5. Paducah Tilgtunan (2-1) 11
Others receiving votes, listed
Boone County,
Boyd County, Henderson County, Lex. Tates Creek.
.
State AAA .
1. Ft. Thomas Highlands (5-0)
75
I 15)
59
2. Franklin-Simpson 5-0)
36
3. Shelby County (5-0)
22
4. Glasgow ( 3-1)
16
5. Erlanger Lloyd ( 3-2)
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Cawood, Conner, Danville, Elizabethtown,
Newport Catholic.

ged defense which works handin-hand with the awesome offense.
-Last week, otw defense gave
our offense a big lift," Mathews
said. "In the first quarter, we
had 21 points on the board and
only one first down, because
the defense kept handing over
the ball to the offense in great
field position."
Such cooperation yielded a
41-0 decision over Ohio County.
The Wildcats' trip to Tennessee is one of the feature attractions that finds teams ranked in the Associated Press polls
tangling with teams from four
other states.
In the other games, Ashland,
the top-ranked team in the latest State AAAA poll, plays host

Class AA, boats Cawood; and
Class A leader Frankfort travels to Kentucky Country Day.
In other games:
-Jefferson County AAAA:
No. Trinity is at Shawnee;
In addition to the out-of-state No. 3 Bishop David is at Atheclashes, there is another head- rton and No. 4 Jefferstown
liner Friday featuring Class A hosts Ballard.
Durrett, Fairdale and Valley
headliners. In that game, thirdrated Richmond Madison, 3-0, - each tied for fifth - will
plays hcet to No. 4 Harrods- also be in action. Durrett is at
Butler, Fairdale at Westport
burg, 4-1.
Meanwhile, the other four and Valley hosts Doss.
-State AAAA: Warren Cenleaders in the Al' polls will be
tral invades No. 2 Bowling
in action.
Jefferson County Class Green; third-ranked Owensboro
AAAA's new leader, St. Xavier, takes the week off and Christravels to Iroquois; Class AAA tian County is at No. 4 Lexingleader Ft. Thomas Highlands ton Bryan Station.
-State AAA: No. 3 Shelby
entertains No. 5 Erlanger
Lloyd; Middlesboro, tops in County hosts Marion County;

to BarboUrsville, W.Va.; fifthrated Paducah Tilghman entertains Cape Girardeau Central,
Mo.; and No. 2 ranked Class A
power Heath travels to Cairo,

m.

ING!
EN
D
OP
GRAN
Open House
ay
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October 5th 1-5

State AA .
73
1 Middlesboro 5-0) (13)
56
2. Scott County ( 6-0) (2)
38
3. Mayfield (4-1)
28
4. Somerset ( 3-1)
13
5. Corbin (3-1)
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Boyle County,
Hazard, Murray, Reidland, Rowan County, Trigg County.
State A
71
1. Frankfort (6-0) (11)
45
2. Heath (5-0)(3)
3. Richmond Madison (3-0) ( 1)
38
31
4. Harrodsburg (4-1)
14
5. Raceland (4-1)
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Elkhorn City,
Ft. Campbell, Jenkins, Ludlow,
Pikeville.

fourth-rated Glasgow enterta
Hart County.
-State AA: second-rated
Scott County entertains Lexington Lafayette; Marshall County
is at No. 3 Mayfield; Cumberland visits fourth-ranked Somerset; and No. 5 Corbin hosts
Bell County.
-State A: Raceland, fifthrated, is at Morgan County.
TF,NNIS
KINGSTON, Jamaica - The
United States eliminated Mexico from the Association of Tennis Professionals Nations Cup
in Kingston when Roscoe Tanner breezed past Joaquin Loo.
Mayo 6-2, 6-1 and Arthur Ashe
came from behind to down
Raul Ramirez 3-6, 6-4, 7-8 in
singles play.
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Miller Will Supply Nicklaus
With Caddy For Kaiser Open
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
NAPA, Calif. (AP) - Jack
Nicklaus had a youthful replacement for his regular tour
caddy when he set out in quest
of the title today in the first
round of the $175,000 Kaiser International Open Golf Tournament.
And the replacement comes

courtesy of Johnny Miller.
Angelo Argea, Nicklaus' longtime regular caddy, received a
one-month suspension a couple
of weeks ago when he violated
tour rules prohibiting caddies
from entering clubhouses. The
violation occurred at Pinehurst,
N.C., during the World Open,
which Nicklaus claimed as his
fifth title of the year.

TODAY'S

LOWEST PRICED
LIGHTEST WEIGHT
ELECTRIC CHAIN SAW
FOR THE
HOMEOWNER
ONLY
$2995

The all new

REMINGTON
LIMB N'TRIM 8

ELECTRIC CHAIN SAW
It's here . . . a chain saw every homeowner can
afford. The all new Remington "Limb N' Trim
8" is the lowest priced and lightest weight electric chain saw you can buy. Plug it in, pull the
trigger and this new electric chain saw with a
1 1/4 H.P. double insulated motor and a total
weight of only 41/2 lbs. becomes the handiest,
Most practical power tool you've ever owned.
Cuts trees up to 16" thick, limbs, trims and
prunes great for all kinds of home improvement and backyard projects. Perfectly- balanced. Positive manual chain oiling. See it
today!

REMINGTON

ELECTRIC
CHAIN SAW

Murray Supply Co.
208 E. Main 753-3361

The gray-haired Argea has
been replaced, for this tournament only, by 20-year-old Larry
Cartmill, a house guest of Johnny Miller and a prospective student at Brigham Young University, Miller's alma mater.
"He seems like a good boy
and he knows golf," Nicklaus
said. "He'll be okay."
Miller, who once challenged
Nicklaus as the game's top performer, made the arrangemtnts for Cartmill to caddy for
Jack in this late-season event.
Miller is the defending champion here and a resident at the
host Silverado Country Club
course.
The lack of his usual caddy
won't make a major difference,
said Nicklaus, who has won
five times this year and already clinched the season's
money-winning title with
$291,849.
Until this season, tour caddies had been prohibited from
working in the major eventsthe Masters, United States and
British Opens and the PGA.
Nicklaus' triumph in the PGA
was the first of his 14 major
pro triumphs in which Argea
had worked.
Nicklaus also used different
caddies for a while a few years
ago when Argea was given a
brief retirement after failing to
show up with Nicklaus' clubs
for the first round of the Sahara in Las Vegas.
The meeting between Nicklaus and Miller is their 13th
and last of the season. The
series has been dominated by
Nicklaus. They've tied in three
tournaments and Nicklaus has
finished ahead of him in all
their other common starts.
Their confrontation was expected to draw the bulk of the
attention, but the 156-man field
ranks as the strongest this tournament has ever had.
Should either Nicklaus or Miller falter, the major contenders
would appear to be Lee Trevino, U.S. Open king Lou Graham, tough little John Mahaffey, British Open champ Torn
Watson and a couple of multiple winners, Al Geiberger and
Gene littler

Introductory offer

EIN
RUSStlt.

White T-Shirt

ELTON
JOHN
Sliekt41
80 .1 ce%tae4t
DUN"
KEEP ON
TRUCKIN
p
4GGEDY
THE
PAUSE
THAT
REFRESHES

WITH ANY DESIGN
IN STOCK
OVER 300 DIFFERENT

4/14
44,4

CHICAGO
GR4rEpo
40E4
m cK
JAGGER
c.04

DESIGNS TO CHOOSE FROM
STONED

FREE! 15 T-Shirts FREE!

AGAIN
46.441.1

To Be Given Away Sunday
2 Hour Live Broadcast Sunday 2 til 4 On WNBS.
All Sizes And Colors Of T-Shirts
Made While You Wait
Prices good for Friday, Saturday and Sunday
Open Daily 10-6 Friday and Saturday ti1 83() Sunday 1 s

1214 Main Street Across from the Dairy Queen
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Let's Eat Out This Week!
Dss.

rn
Lfl

Try Our Delicious Super Burgers

Lubie & Reba's Super Burger
liable & Reba's Super burger, owalicl and eiperatreseiZby
Lubie and Reba Parrish, is located at 1100 Chestnut Ntreet
next door to Capri Cheri Theatres.
For the ultimate in sandwich eating Lubie & Reba's
SUPER BURGER says it all, and it won't break your pocket
book either. The Super Burger is a big thick hamburger
topped with mayonaise, pickles, tomatoes, onions, lettuce or anything you want, just tell'em and they'll fix it to
suit you. The Super Burger or the Super Cheese is for the
man-size appetite.
Some of the other items on the menu are; Chicken
Baskets with french fries, slaw and rolls, Sandwiches in-

753•5986 South 12th Street
Sunday Buffet Luncheon 11:00-2.00
Wide Assortment of Entrees,
Vegetables, Salads, Desserts

Private rreakfast, Luncheons, Dinners

inn
For the Finest
in Stiak & Seafood
•Steaft-lotebster-*Cbithen

e

Try Our New Rib-Eye Steak
Sold by The Ounce-Cut To Tour Order
Hwy.641 North Open 11 a. m. Mon.-Fri. 4 p. m.Sat. dr Sun. 753-4141

Rue ctite.VitlIFte

diniv et4ry''Ham, BakeiliiSm, Rib-eye, Bat-B-Que,
Fren-

Fish, Chuck Wagon,also, Chili Dogs, Grilled Cheese,
ch Fries, Onion rings, all sorts of cold drinks, shakes, malts
and to top off a satisfying meal try some creamy
chocolate or vanilla ice cream.
Lubie and Reba's is a perfect place for the working
people to have lunch. just call in your order to 753-8488
and it will be ready when you get there.
Why not let mom rest tonight and take her out to Lubie
& Reba's Super Burger for a delicious and satisfying meal.
Remember Eat Out This Week!

*e

Lubie & Reba's
Super Burger
Chestnut St

Phone 753-8488

•

The Hungry Bear

11411.11KM

Pancake & Barbeque House

Fine Italian Foods
luncheon and dinner service.

Plate Lunches Served from 10:30 till Closing

Delicious Omelets

1409 Main St. 753-7641
Open 7 Days a Week

Ham & Cheese • Bacon Sausage
Please Do Not Feed The Bears!

Private dining rooms by reservation.

Old Favorites
NEW CAMDEN HWY.
Gourmet Dinners PARIS, TENN.
•

Michelob on top

PHONE 642-6113

GRECIAN STEAK
HOUSE
7534419

641 Worth

We No
•

Feature An Open
Salad Bar.

Featuring A Special Every Day
Steaks-Seafosi-Chieken-Sandwiches
Hamburger-Tenricr I in-Fish-Chuckwagon

10 a.nL--11 fLo.

Lamplighter Restaurant
439-2740

753-7199

Murray and Mayfield
"There's More to Like at Burger Chef"

Friday Special
All the Catfish with
the Trimmings.

Oir man: INURSDAY- Cliese COPP See!. Toe Toe Yang. Sweet and Sow Pork,
Baked NMI. MAY: Patio Liked las4sst Itthir SoaOetti, Mite fish, Cat
Fisk. SATURDAY: Nuke' flickeladas of isms, Swiss Steak. SUNDAY. Roast
Beef se On. Clad* Breast Roll ass 1VTITTDAT: Spanish Donee MI Dhows
saved with Reink Tray, Bean Soup and *et Ned, Bread wills evert Dim&
lefty ad Bill

Open: Thurs., Fri., Sat. 5-10 Sunday 12-8
Yes We Can Really Please
753-6025
507 N.12th

Cooked lust the Way You Like Them

411

All no
no out

$249

Rudy's Restaurant
Court Square

7534032

./
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Scruggs Returns
Charles Tim Scruggs of
Murray, Field Representative
for Woodmen of the World Life
Insurance Society, has been in
The nearest road to the site Omaha, Nebr., attending an
was about 14i miles south at
Advance I School at the
the crossroads community of Society's Home Office in the
Fortewing. Some of the injtred, Woodmen Tower.
said State Highway Patrol U.
The School elnPhaSiZe8 need
J.C. biman, had to be hauled of selling of.insurance with the
up the steep sides of the ravine use of the pictorial program
on stretchers and carried to an visual, as well as fraternalism.
engine and caboose brought to
The classes were conducted
the area for transportation to by B. L.
VandeLinde,
where ambulances waited. He Educational Department
said the climb was difficult in Manager, Mel Evans, Assistant
the loose rock that lines rail- to the Educational Manager,
road beds.
and Irvin Holmes, Instructor.

35 Injured In Amtrak Wreck
PULASKI, Tenn. ( AP) — Officials of Amtrak and the Louisville & Nashville Railroad
searched along a 200-yard section of torn track today for the
cause of a derailment that injured at least 35 persons, one
seriously. No deaths were reported.
At least 27 of the injured
from the wrecked Chicago-toFlorida "Floridian" remained
in six hospitals Wednesday
night for treatment or observation.

OVer

Eight others were treated
and released.
Robert W. Rurnmels, an Amtrak representative working on
the train when it derailed during the lunch hour Wednesday,
said 70 persons were aboard,
including 49 passengers, 15 Amn-ak crewmen and six L&N ern*Yes.
Local officials could provide
the names of only 61 persons
processed through hospitals or
by civil defense workers.
Marie Pennington of Indianapolis was the most seriously injured in the wreck,
according to hospital reports.
Slie suffered multiple rib fractures and was in serious condition, said a spokesman for the
Maury County Hospital, Cohan,
bia.
e others hospitalized were
treatedin Huntsville, Ala., air
the Tennessee cities of Fayetevile, Columbia, Nashville,
Lawrenceburg and Pulaski.
"We don't really know what
caused it," said L&N Vice
President Phillip Hooper as he
walked around the twisted and
broken rails. Also in the area
were broken metal castings
from the deralled cars.
Ten of the 11 passenger and
baggage cars were off the
tracks, as was the second unit
of the diesel engine. Six of the
eight passenger cars fell into a
ravine on either side of the
tracks as they ran through a
rugged, hilly area of Middle
Tennessee 12 miles north of the
Alabama line.

The dining car appeared to
be where most of the injuries
occurred, said L&N District Superintendent C.W. Ashby. It
slid down a 60-foot embankment on the east side of the
right-of-way, coming to rest on
its side just short of a nall
river.
"When the people came out
of it, they appeared to be falling out of it," said passenger
Robin Klein, 22, Hollywood,
Fla.

Homecoming weekend Oct. 3-4
to enjoy the activities aid to
renew old friendships dtring
(Cesdaued from Page 1)
the 43rd annual fall gettogether.
Among other entries in. the
Although much of the atparade will be the popular tention will center on the parade
Breckinridge Job Corps Drill and football game on Saturday,
Team, antique cart and an a variety of other events is also
electric car, the ROTC Color on the schedule for the two
Guard, Cub Scouts and Girl. days.
Scouts, the Good Sam Club of
Homecoming Eve activities
Murray, Sons of the American will include the sixth annual
Revolution, and Shriners as Homecoming Golf Tournament
clowns, an Oriental band, and at the Oaks Country Club,
on motorcycle patrols and mini- dedication of the Carlisle
bikes.
Cutchin Recreational Complex
A crowd of about 15,000 is and a dinner in memory of the
expected to tut-n out over the late coach and athletic director,

Parade...

the annual Agriculture Alumn0
Association dinner, and it s:
jazz
featuring
concert
saxophonist Candy Johnson
with the Phi Mu Alpha "Men of
Note"and the MSU Jazz Group.
Besides the usual assortment
of breakfasts, coffees, brunches, lunches, dinners and
fraternities,
for
parties
other
end
sororities
organizations, the Saturday
achedule includes a reunion and
recognition of the 1950 OVC
champion football team, the
annual Alunmi Smorgasbord, a
postgame open house at
Oakhurst, and a Homecoming
Dance.

a
SAK
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We're going all out, to make this the biggest 2 day event ever/
Don't miss these fantastic values,many more specials is notlisted
in this ad.
Drawing Friday, Oct. 3
at
10:00 a. m.-12:00
2 p. m. - 5 p. m.
6 p. m. - 7 p. m.

FREE-FREE!

Drawing Saturday Oct. 4
10:00 a. m.- 11 a. m.
1 p. m. - 2 p. m.
3 p. m. - 4 p. m.

Register For Cash
And Merchandise

Reg.$89.95 Value

Student Desks
Maple or Pecan
Solid Hardwood
with Formica
Top

Lovely,Stylish
Servicable and Comfortable
Upholstered In Beautiful 100% Herculons,100% Nylons:
Or US Naugahyde

74
$
°°

Reg. $18.99 to $21.99
Rog. $519 Value

Solid Hardrock
Maple or Pine
Battery Operated

6, by Ash 2 Pieceion.Wsand Chair $289°°
*Grey Tortuga *Brown Tortuga
'Nay', Tortuga

Sleepers

-

Swivel Rockers
Reg. $89.95 Values

Reg. $299.95 Vale.,

Now

'28.99

Limited Stock

Herculon or Naugahyde

One Group

Teen Sport Shoes
Now

'eg.'18.99 to '24.99

$129°

Like Something
Different
A Decorator

Curio Clocks
A Accurate
Clock That
Will Last For
Years And
A Lovely Piece
of Furniture _
Rel.$139.95 Ifabia

Captain Desk
Priced for
Sidewalk Sale
At

One Group

Men's Shoes

-a

Dress & Casual

Values to '29.99

Now $1
•
90
8

Large

Lots
of
Storage
An Olde
Fashioned
Value
All 3 Pieces

Come See - Come Save
Open Friday Nights

Burnett's
Shoes
Paris, Tenn.

Bedroom
Suite

Bean Bag Chairs

30 Inch

Steel Cabinet
Bases with
Formica-Tops

U. T. or Vandy Colors

CORRECTION
"Eureka" The
Long Last Cleaner
that portion of the Lynn's Better Meats
advertisement concerning the 'Bacon
Offer' should have been deleted. That
portion of this advertisement concerning the 'Special Bonus' should read
'Your choice of 1 with hindquarters or 2
with side of beef'.

The iurray
er,and Vines

A Real Seller
FOr Years
of Comfortable
Servicable

with 519.95 Set
Of Cleaning Tools
Complete Price

You Save $34.00

Ph. 642-2272

Recliner

5 Piece Game
Set
Large Table
4 Chairs with Padded
Seat and Bank

e Alumni
and a ,
jazz
Johnson
"Men of
Group.
.sortment
-8, br1111-

ers and
ternities,
other
Saturday
union and
1950 OVC
III, the
:asbord, a
ouse at
••ecoming

r Getaway Car

Patty Identified As Having Rented Garag
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Patricia Hearst has been identified as the woman who rented
a garage for a getaway car
used by bank robbers who
killed a woman customer during a holdup, the San Francisco
Chronicle reported today.
The newspaper report came
after federal prosecutors revealed that the newspaper heiress and two Symbionese Liberation Army comrades may be
charged with new,more serious

charges related to events after
Km Hearst joined her kidnapers.
Asked Wednesday if there
was a possibility that Miss
Hearst would be charged with
ma-de', the U.S. attorney from
Sacramento, Dwayne Keyes replied, "It's under investigation.
If they find sufficient evidence,
yes. If they don't, no."
At least three murders — and
possibly a fourth — are known
to be wider investigation in the

Hearst-SLA case. They include
the eliotgun slaying of a woman
customer during the April 21
robbery of a Crocker Netional
Bank branch in Carmichael, a
Sacramento suburb.
The Chronicle said it had
learned from federal investigators that Miss Hearst's only
known role in the Carmichael
robbery was renting the garage.
The Chronicle also said it had
learned that a "bait bill" from
.4116.

Sidewalk Sale
Sportswear
Including Tops,Penis,Shirts,Jackets

DRASTICALLY REDUCED

Sr° &

1 Group

Dresses
$300..$500

$30°

Superman & Comic Strip
Character Shirts $4.00

•

Mann

New Fall

Pants
$4°0

Caps & Muffler
Sets
$2°° off

Hirohito
HonoreAt
White House

The Carmichael bank robbers
— throe men and a woman,
witnesaes reported — wore ski
masks, and one wore a green
scarf
An inventory of items seized
by the FBI from the apartments where Miss Hearst and
William and Emily Harris lived
showed that a ski mask was
found in the Harris hideout and
a green scarf in the apartment
occupied by Miss Hearst and
Miss Yoshimura.
"There is a very definite possibility of federal and state
charges," U.S. Atty. James L.
Browning Jr. told newsmen

WASHINGTON (AP) — Japan's Emperor Hirohito formally opened a two-week state visit
today by hailing the complete
trnabout in Japanese-Amencan relations since the "tragic
interlude" of World War U.
The emperor was accorded,
full military honors at a White
House ceremony that signified
a new level of harmony between the two Pacific allies.
"Our people withstood the
challenges of one tragic interlude, when the Pacific Ocean,
symbol of tranquillity, was instead a rough and stormy sea,
and have built today unchanging ties of friendship and
goodwill," the emperor said in
prepared remarks.
"I feel immeasurably gratified by this happy development, and look forward with
great anticipation to the future
of our relationship."
With the emperor was his
wife, Empress Nagako. After
two days of meetings with
President Ford, they will travel
to five other major American
cities and several smaller ones.
The emperor's U.S. visit,
which began with a two-day
rest in Williamsburg, Va., puts
the final seal on the restoration
of Japanese-American friendship after World War II annity.

Groups of

One Group
Shirts

the Carmichael bank was
in a refrigerator wbere Miss
Hearst and another fugitive,
Wendy Yoshimura, ware arrested Sept. 18. The serial nunbar of the bill had been recorded by the bank before the robbery.

Sherry's Youth Shop
On The Square - Paris, Tenn.
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case.

Browning declined to specify
what the charges might be, but
he Confirmed that prosecutors
were still investigating possibie
SLA links to the slaying last
spring of prison reformer Popeye Jackson.
Authorities in Los Angeles
said a gun seized after the
Sept. arrests of Miss Hearst
and the Hat-rises was test-fired
last Friday to determine whether it was used in the executionstyle killing of a Los Angeles
policeman last year.

Farm Bureau Office
7:30 p.m.
October 7, 1975
Election of officers and policy development
Introduction of King and Queen

TWO BIG DAYS
OCTOBER 3rd & 4th

EXERCISERS

TENNIS RACQUETS

;

k Reg. °

'295

—

siOr

SOFA—LOVE SEAT—
CHAIR
AU. 3 PIECES

Reg.

k

Now $15

Reg.

COCKTAIL AND
END TABLES

$299w

$39.00

;11 011IER TEMS TOO NUMEROUS TO MINTION AT
GIVE-AWAY PRICES. BE SURE TO SHOP ON THE
SIDEWALK AND THROUGHOUT THE STORE FOR
BARGAINS DURING THE SIDEWALK SALE

SOFA AND
LOVE SEAT

BRENTWOOD
CHAIRS

$15r
COCKTAIL AND
END TABLES

$ r
B,ASSM
RECLINERS

-

REG.
$59.00

MELTS IN siOLJIZ
MOuTN, DOE5N'T
IT;

Annual
Membership Meeting
Calloway County
Farm Bureau

after a meeting Wednesday of
prosecutors involved in the

PRICES
GOOD
m FRIDAY &
M SATURDAY
u

MAL? qOUR 54406
C.ONTROL DEVICE REDUCE
'KW CAS MtLEA6E!

NOTICE

Now

$3900

REG.
$99.00

"vw

BEATLE BAILEY

FREE DELIVERY --- 30 DAY LAY-AWAY
OPEN 8:30 AM. TIL 6 P.M. WEEKLY-8:30 A.M. TX 8 P.M. FRIDAY
Phone 642-6996
GERALDINE & 7FRRY SYKES, MGRS.
414 North Market &mei

N
FUR
414
MARKET
maamizwiamerfecr...ccir

t

ITUEtE
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.
5

Ye Olde,Time InSidewalk Sale
Paris, Tenn
Friday & Saturday - October 3rd & 4th
SHOP ON THE SIDEWALK — JOIN THE FUN

Come See-Come Save
It's I Real Dollar S-T-11-E-t-C-11-E-R Event
Free Coffee Served In Court Square"r
•

SponsoredSponsored by Paris Downtown Business Association

Paris, Tenn.

<7.

4:3
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2. Notice
WILL DO HOUSECLEANING for you. Call 753-4917.

If You
Need Them:
753-1441
Fire
753-1621
Police
753-6952
Rescue .
. 753-9332
Arn bulance
Hospital Emergency..
753-5131
Comprehensive Care...
753-6622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line.. 753-NEED
',earn to Read. .753-2288

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
8. Times
ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
before
day
the
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before
publication.

BARNETT GRAVE YARD
MEANING, Saturday,
October. 4. Interested
parties, please attend.

6 Help Wanted
HOSTESS FOR Watkins
Party Plans. Call 7535550.

12. Insurance

16 Home Furnishings

INSURANCE
COUCH AND two chairs,
Homeowners, fir- Bea springs and matmowners, mobile tress, Roll-away bed. Call
homeowners, low rates 753-4768.
excellent claim service.
Galloway Insurance and
ELECTROLUX SALES
Realty, Phone 753-5842,
and service. Call Tony
Murray, Ky.
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.

24 Miscellaneous

30 Business Rentals

1971 /
1
2 TON Ford tran- CLEAN-UP SHOP, body
shop or warehouse. Call
smission, radiator, 390
753-7850.
intake and carburator.
1970 Ford Torino body for
parts. One Chippendale 31 Want To Rent
chair, lion head, back
claw feet. Call 753-4716. YOUNG MARRIED
COUPLE looking for
FULL SIZE baby crib in
house in the country. Call
very good condition. Call 436-2510. Ask for Connie.
7534508.

34. Houses For Rent

38 Pets Supplies

NEWLY
NICE
DECORATED, furnished
2 bedroom, all purpose
room, close to college and
grade school couple or
family. Inquire 1408
Poplar St.

FEMALE PEKINGNESE.
Registered. Well trained.
Call 7534)164.

FREE SHRUBBERY, 50
red Barberry shurbs,
deep purplish red, now
PARADISE KENNELS growing as a hedge, WANTED,LADIES to type
labels in their homes.
Boarding and grooming,
approximagely 31
/
2ft. tall,
Write P. O. Box 221,
pick up and delivery
but can be grown
Murray, Kentucky.
serviee now available.
singly. Dig your own,
Call 753-4106,
take as many as you need.
14. Want To Buy
38 Pets Supplies
17. Vacuum Cleaners
Call 753-6017. Can be seen
DOMESTIC
HELP
32. Apartments For Rent
at 818 North 20th St.
AKC
GERMAN 41 Public Sales
WANTED. Two or three SMALL CAR,call days 345- KIRBY VACUUM Sep- 26 TV Radio
SHEPHERDS:
black and
days a week. I.ight
=25 or nights 345-2681.
FURNISHED
APARTtember Sale. Free hose
3 Card Of Thanks
tan; solid black; only a YARD SALE - Blair
housekeeping. Call 753MENTS. One or two
attachment with the REGENCY 23 channel
products, few clothes,
few left; excellent for
5757 anytime, or 753-8986
bedrooms. Zimmerman
mobile C. B. Call 753-8578
every
purchase
of
WE WISH to express otr
TV,8 a. m. to 5
furniture,
1979-71
protection
or
72
and
children's
Pontiac
after 5 p. m.
after 6:00 p. m
Apartments South 16th
upright. Rebuild your old
deep appreciation and
p. m. on Hwy. 299 at
Firebird Call 753-7853.
pet. Reasonable prices.
Street. 753-6609.
Kirby Vacuum for only
thanks for the many acts 1 WAITRESS needed
Kirksey.
Call 502-362-4764.
26.95. Office hours, 12-5. 16 N AMP Electric service
Picker,
of kindness and sympathy
Corn
ROW
ONE
Gallimore's Restaurant.
Call 753-0359, 24 hours per
extended to us following
SALE
pole, complete. Call 753- MURRAY MANOR -.All GERMAN SHEPHERD. CARPORT
Call 753-6243 before 5:00 p.
Hazel. Call 492-9785.
day.
new, all electric, one and
the death of ow husband,
clothing, bunk beds, youth
0870.
m.or 436-5547 after 5:00 p.
AKC registered. 8 mo.
father, and brother, 8. Storage Buildings
two bedroom apartments.
bed, Halloween items,
m.
old. Well mannered.
19 Farm Equipment
Golan C. Hays.
Stove, refrigerator, and
miscellaneous Friday
Championship breed. $50.
Special thanks are ex- CUSTOM BUILT portable GRAND
water furnished. On
and Saturday, 12 to 7:00 p.
TV Towers
Call 502-247-7261 after 5 p.
PIANO, baby or 430
CASE FARM TRACtended to the donors of
Duiguid Road, just off 641
m..1700 Calloway.
building 8 x 10, $388.00. 8 x
m.
sod
concert size. Walter Sill
TOR, bushhog and blade.
flowers and food, Dr.
North. 753-8668.
12 $432.00, 8 x 16, $576.00.
Jr. Route 7, Benton, Ky.,
Call 354-6392 or 753-9807.
Antennas
David C. Roos for his
Free normal delivery. We
42025. Call 502-527-9948.
ONE
BEDROOM
consoling words, the
Ut
build all sizes of storage
Order Now
si.APARTMENT,
dining
CATEPILLAR
D-6
members of the First
buildings, lake cottages,
area,
large
spacious den
bulldozer, good condition.
Christian Church, and all
boat docks, patios and VENEER LOGS wanted,
with bar. Shag carpet.
Call 354-6392 or 753-9807.
those who helped in any
white oak, walnut, ash
green houses. See our
For Your Homecoming Parties
$170.00 unfurnished,
way.
and hackberry. Highest
special boat storage sheds
6200.00 furnished. See at
*Special Breads
prices paid for logs 14" in NEW AND USED John
The Family of Golan C.
for boats from 12' up.
Embassy
Apartments.
up.
and
diameter
Deere planters, AllisHays
• Pies
Hick's
Located
on
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Chalmers hard land
Cemetery Road. Call 753• Cakes
Central
Shopping
PRIVATE two bedroom
4 In Memory
Also will buy standing
planter. Vinson Tractor
0984.
Center
garage
apartment.
Newly
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Company, 753-4892.
Phone 753-6865
IN LOVING MEMORY of
decorated, new carpet,
Miller 354-8440.
Situations
9.
Wanted
Darrell Hale who passed
stove, refrigerator. Air
753-5434
20. Sports Equipment
away May , 2, 1975.
conditioning furnished.
WANTS
WORK.
Will
Memories are treasures
27 Mobile Horne sAies
Electric heat. Couple
15. Articles For Sale
combine beans. Call 435G.W.Invader speedboat
none can steaL --only. No pets. Reference
4429 for information.
and trailer with 35 horand deposit required. Call
Death is a heartache, no
NOTICE
1115 HOUSE TRAILER.
sepower Mercury, extra
WASHHOMEMADE
753-7A35, After 5-00 call
one can heal. The blow
Good
condition.
sharp. $600. Call 436-2211.
Call after
Opportunity
Business
10.
sets.
pitcher
and
BOARD
753-7376.
was hard, the shock so
5 - 474-2342.
After 6, call 753-0224.
$20 a set. Call 753-1237.
severe. As little we
DISTRIBUTOR NEEDED
thought his death was so
WE 'BUY used mobile NICE 1 bedroom fully
NICE GIRL'S COAT. Size 1975 DELTA PRO BASS
Be In Business For Yourself
near. Only those who have
homes. Top prices paid. furnished apt. on N. 18th
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
Full Or Part TLme
8. Like new. Call 753-4494.
lost a dear one can tell the
Saddle and Spur Trailer
St. Available October 1st.
Nos opemsd a new store lo Dovnetown Ilszol,
trolling
motor,
power
After 5 p. m.
DISTRIBUTOR NEEDED
path of parting without a
Sales, Paducah. Call 442Call 435-4578.
trim.
Call
753-3932
or
753Keettocky.
Selling a complete B..if
farewell.
-Dealers
To Service Stores
1918 or 443-8226.
3226 after 4.
BOYS PANTS and coats 10Racks of Bycycie Parts
He will never know
2 BEDROOM furnished
*Alcoa Siding
12 x 14, 1972, 2 BEDROOM,
14, baby td, baby items.
heartache or pain. It No Experience necessary, as Comapartment. All utilities
ATTENTION
DUCK
753-7573.
2
Phone
baths,
central
air, exwon't be long until we'll pany will turn over accounts for you
paid $75 a month. Can be
•Howmet Awning
hunters: used styrofoarn
supply and service,established in
cellent condition. Call 489meet again. Sleep on dear to
seen at 416 N. 8th St. after
your immediate area by Company.
for
duck
blinds,
etc.
2440.
one and take thy rest. We for SIMBA BICYCLE PARTS-AC•Free Standing and Built In MAJES5 p. m.
MATERNITY CLOTHES,
Cypress Springs Resort.
This at this time is a
love you dearly but God CBS.
BOOMING INDUSTRY and the acsize
several
14-16,
brand
Phone 436-5496.
TIC wood burning fireplaces.
EXCEPTIONALLY sharp
loved you best.
counts you will service shall be
names, See at 1111
in Hardware, Variety Super
double wide mobile home FOUR BEDROOM, 2 bath
Mother, brothers and located
Markets, Bicycle, Discount. and
492-8647
house. One block from
Sycamore Street, 753- FOLDING PING PONG
foundations, at
on
sisters.
College /Risk Stores, etc:
MSU. Call 753-6776 after 5
8382.
table. Excellent con- Panorama Shores on
Will Ed Bailey 492-1397
Profit POTENTIAL is virtually
p. m.
dition. Crafter 5 p. m., large lot. 3 bedrooms, 11
/
2
5 Lost And Found
unlimited, our records show that
Bobby
Lawrence 492-3379
751.5106.
91111.00 and more for each day worked
baths, formal dining
ROLL-A-WAY bed, box
Is a very conservative figure and
one
NICE
room, central heat and EXTRA
LOST NEAR East Y estimate.
springs and mattress, 1974
bedroom furnished
18' Starcraft pro bass air, sundeck, all for only
Grocery. Brown and A $4395.00 INVENTORY I i111coffee table, man's seat
apartment, lots of closets
$12,800.
A
nice
boat
value
and
in
trailer
with
135
white
bull
terrier. mediate) investment puts you in
valet, ladies coat, girls
and built-ins, couples or
horsepower
your own business Right Now
evinrude todays market, Moffitt
Reward. Call 753-5836 or WRITE
clothes, odds and ends.
TODAY • I include phom
mature persons
Realty
So.
Co.,
12th,
206
engine
with
tilt
and
trim
number)
436-2589.
Call 753-4768.
preferred. After 5 call 753plus trolling motor and all 753-3597.
SIMBA SALES CORP.
4992 days, 753-5712.
the extras. Will accept
LOST -Gray Poodle in the
3462 Witte Street
MUST SELL
trade-in
of
Pa,
Philadelphia,
19134
run
about or 1968 TAG-A-Long, 15 foot,
vicinity of North 16th and
HOUSEHOLD
items,
550 cc. or larger motor- camper, stove, ONE BEDROOM furnished
By Realtor Fred Barber
121 Bypass. Answers to
leaving state because of
apartment. Located by
cycle. $3800. Call 438-2211, refrigerator, beds, etc.
the name of Mickey. For
Purdom
and Thurman Real Estate
12 Insurance
child's health. Color TV, 3
White Hall $105.00 per
after 6, 753-0224.
Call 753-3608.
any information of his
black and white TVS,
month, Part of utilities,
whereabouts call 753-1959.
good condition, large
couples prefered. Phone
1974,
CURIOSITY SEEKERS
12
x
60
trailer
never
dresser, box stands and 1 NORTHWESTERN GOLF
753-3805.
been lived in. With serLOST A 3 month old male
CLUBS, one complete set
attic fan. Clocks, assorted
you intend to implant a
vice pole. Call 753-2204.
away before it does any
black Labrador Ftetreiver
tools, children's clothing, and bag, Graphit Driver.
"For Sale by Owner" sign in
harm. In fact the presence
in the Cypress Bay Resort
or Rent
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
bike, and 1960 Dodge
your front yard, be prepared
of a Realtor usually wit
area. Reward offered.
for the inevitable "curiosity
grain bed farm trailer. 2 12x70 FLAMINGO Manor,
pick-up truck, good
ice large furnished
discharge any attempts of
seekers".
3
bedrooms,
Youll
Call 901-232-8662.
2
probably
full baths,
bicycles 26" - 10 speed.
running condition. Many
that sort. He will quardy
partment
for
3,
4
or
5
spend
more
time tramping
central heat and air,
etber items. Call anytime, Call 437-4570 or 437-4733.
prospects in advance and
• Is
through the house with
carpeted
throughout,
allow only those who are
436-5391.
Helo
Wanted
curiosity seekers than
6.
refrigerator and stove,
definitely
prospective
Phone
1915 15' Challenger bass
showing it to firm prospects.
buyers - not curiosity
electric
fireplace,
unGOOD USED Couch. Call boat and trailer with 85
753-5865
Your "For Sale by Owner'
seekers - to inspect your
derpinned, excellent
Are You
sign leaves you open to all
753-0816.
horsepower Johnson
or 753-5108
home.
condition.
Call
753-9816.
types
of
people
and
The Person?
engine -plus trolling motor
problems. For example, a
and extras. Boat and
I am looking for the pervisitor may present an offer
29. Mobile Home Rentals
16. Home Furnishings
motor has less than 1
son who has • desire to
to buy on which he doesn't
34. Houses For Rent
hour. Call 436-7211. After
intend to follow through.
get into the fascinating
11
/
2 BEDROOMS, nice with
You may make plans based
6, call 753-0224.
TAPPAN GAS Stove,
If there is anything we can
field of Cosmetics who
HOUSE with 4 bedroom, 2
electric heat and air
on accepting it, only to learn
do to help you in the field of
Call
new,
nearly
753-0087
bath, brick home in
feels they have the
that the "prospect" had no
conditioning. $40 a month
real estate, please phone or
22 Musical
after 5:00 p. m.
Panorama Shores. Has
ability for sales. If ye.
intention of completing the
through
winter
the
drop irl at PUROOM &
central heat, wall to wall
agreement.
ore over twenty-five and
THURMAN REAL ESTATE.
months. Call 436-2427.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
A Realtor has the excarpeting.
Available
feel you may qualify, call
407 Maple St., Murray.
purchase
Rent
organs.
to
perience
to
unmask
STOVE.
the
inELECTRIC
COOK
immediately.
ComPhone: 753-1451. We're here
753-8970 between 2:00
NICE LARGE unfurnished
sincere offer and turn it
plan. I.onardo Piano
Reasonable. Call 753-9773.
mercial type building
to help!
and 4:00 p.m.
trailer,
central
heat and
Company, across from
with 3 deluxe offices, 2
air. Carpeted, stove
Post Office, Paris,
baths, central heat and
refrigerator,
water air, carpetini, etc. OfTennessee. Also The
EMMERT
FOUR POSTER BED
furnished, couples fices suitable for living
&
4th
Mall,
Antique
CHIROPRACTIC
The sooner you call,
SPRINGS and mattress,
prefered. Apply in person. quarters. Shop area
Sycamore, Murray,
CENTER is now acthe sooner you save
dresser
with round
492-8348.
Kentucky
suitable for automobile
cepting applications for
mirrors and chest. Good
employment.
repairs, clean-up shop,
female
Ronnie Ross
for antiquing extra ad- TAKE
monthly
TWO BEDROOM for 1 or 2
UP
etc. Fulton Young Realty,
Applications may be
metal
frame
justed
bed
payment of $18.05 on
210E. Main
adults. $70.00 per month,
Inc. Call 753-7333 or 753picked up at the center at
and mattress. All for $50.
Hwy. 121 South. Call 753console color T.V. Stereo
Phone 753-0489
4946.
903 Sycamore. No phone
Call 436-2562.
9773.
console for $9.02 a month.
calls please.
J de B Music. Call 75327575.
THREE BEDROOM house.
FOX
The Div. of Properties, Frankfort, Ky., is accepting
MEADOWS
Call 753-7567.
AND
MUSIC LESSONS. Piano,
sealed bids, to be opened and read on Oct. 13, 1975, on
Coach Estates Mobile
organ, guitar, clarinet
Home Parks. South 16th TWO BEDROOM furstate-owned vehicles located at the Gen. Services
and accordion. J. & B.
Street.
Homes 440 skaces
Building.. Chestnut St., Murray, Ky., where bid forms
nished, for small family,
Music, Call 753-7575.
for families only. Call 753may be obtained and vehicles inspected.
121 South $85 per month,
3855.
call 753-9773.
PIANO TUNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
Chevrolet, pickup,s/n JAB-54036
1951
service. Rebuilt pianos
1962
Ford, refuse packet, s/n F60CH262248
for sale. Ben Dyer 753Farm Equipment
1963
Dodge,town panel, s/n 1161-306-794
8911
1966
1 - 730 John Deere Diesel, 1 - 12 Ft. Wheel Type
Ford, pickup,s/n F25AL-792469
Disc, 1 -3.16 Flat Bottom Plow, 1 -4 Row Cultivator,
1968
Chevrolet,St. Wgn,s/n156458U168835
24. Miscellaneous
1 - 4000 Ford 1964 - Gas, 1 - 7 Ft. Pick-Up Disc, 1 - 3.14
1968
Chevrolet,St. Wgn,s/n156458U173808
HEATERS ,
WOOD
Plow, 1 - 2 Row Cultivator, 1 -6 Ft. Side Winder Bush
1969
Chevrolet,4-dr. Sdn.,s/n154899S139459.
fire
Hog, 1 - Rubber Tire Wagon, 1 - Ford Hay Baler, 1 automatic, cast iron
New New Idea Side Delivery Rake, 1 - 5 Ft. M.F
box, brick lined, porcelin
Tractor Mower,1 -12 Hole Hog Feeder.
_ _enamel cabinet. $199.95.
STATE EMPLOYEES, OR THEIR HUSBAND OR
Wallin Hdhlware, Paris,
To be held: Saturday, October 4,1975
WIFE, ARE NOT PERMITTED TO BID FOR SURTenn.
1000
-Rain or Shine
PLUS PROPERTY OFFERED FOR SALE BY
At the home of Junior Ward - Buchanan, Tn.
SEALED BID.
SLABS AND SAWDUST for
Across
From The Buchanan General Store - On
after
sale Call 436-2337
Hwy. 140
Fot further information contact Mr. Carl
15. Ill
•••
Phone 642-2710
Murphy, Purchasing Department, Tel. No.
barn
log
762-2705.
oak
TWO STORY
Auctioneer:
Excellent condition. Call
Shorty
McBride
- tic. No. 247
75-087a.

I

Wholesale Prices
TV Service
Center

SAMMONS BAKERY
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Real
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CARING IS sharing. We
care. NEEDLINE, 7536333.
2 LOTS Memorial Gardens
in Farden of Devotion, 75D, cheap. Call 753-3073
after 5:30 p. m.

PARIS
LANDING
AMVET'S POST
45 DANCE
Saturday night - 8 to
midnight; Tuesday and
Wednesday night 9 to
midnight
Kent Kingins and
Shadow of Sound

tile

If you're o
good driver,
Icon
probably
save you
money on car
insurance
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surplus vehicle sale
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41 Put,l,jrs
GNESE.
11 trained.

Yard Sale
EIS ooming,
delivery
vailable.

October2-3-4
Highway 641
1 Mile
Korth of Hardin
9a. m. to 5p. m.

- Blair
clothes,
a. m. to 5
. 299 at

ALE
youth
n items,
Friday
to 7:00 p
y.

by & ammo Isms,
deal, imaaroaa, Ivan clothing,
shoes, kolas, desks, twins
stroller, asbetts cloth* owl
shoes, braise boll. If rein is
its Is doh.
111 be beide

RUMMAGE SALE, 8
party, Friday
and
Saturday, October 3 - 4th
at American Legion Hall
from 7 a. m.to 5 p. m. One
12"portable TV, like new,
one roll-a-way bed,
clothes, including tall girl
sizes, electrical appliances, games, toys,
potted plants. Something
for Everyone.

41 Public

51 Services ()tiered

Sales

10 PARTY YARD SALE, 9
FIVE ACRE tracts on
to 8, Friday and Saturday.
Kerby Jennings Trail(Ky
2 miles, Hwy. 94 East at
1918), a blacktop road,
K&H Body Shop. Adults
near Hamlin, Ky and
clothes-all
and children's
Chandler Park. These lots
sizes, organ, trolling
are located in an ex,motor, radio, tape player,
elusive development near
portable TV, snow tires,
Kentucky Lake. It is only
mowing machine, grader
a short distance to boat
blade, maple table,
launching facilities at
Singer buttonhole atChandler Park. Each
GARAGE SALE, Friday,
tachment, odds and ends.
tract is nicely wooded and
Oct. 3, 8:30 a. m. 1305
has good building sites.
South 16th Street across
FOUR PARTY YARD
Electric and phone are in
from Fox Meadows
Sale, 411 South 11th
the area. Reasonably
Trailer
Park.
Bed
Street, Friday
and
priced. John C. Neubauer,
Spreads, drapes, flower
Saturday October 3 and
Realtor, 505 Main Street
arrangements, boys
4th,from 9 a. m. til 5 p. m. Murray, 753-0101 or 753regulars and husky sizes Glass, toys, clothes. In -7531.
girls and jr. sizes clothes.
case of rain sale
Good clean sale excellent
garage.
buys.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
has five
Sycamore
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
Saturday, October 4
plus twenty years ex10 a.m. Rain or Shine
clusive real estate experience. Call 753-1651 or
At the 1st, Clotos Cooper boamtplace, 6 writes sown, of
Store.
come by our office. We
• lyaa Gm.,% Eh S.W. of old Taylor
like to talk REAL
This is a nice little sale of real clean antique collecESTATE.
tors items. A large stack of fancy new quilts, high back
oak bed Pine Burr Design, quilt box, lamps and
trinkets, 2 or 3 tables of real nice old glass and china,
THE QUALIFIED perdepression, carnival, milk glass, Dutch ovens, flat
sonnel at Guy Spann
Irons, preserve stand, cake plate, meat platter, fruit
Realty are waiting to talk
bowl and glass butter bowl, these are over 100 years
to you regarding your real
old. Wicker and split hickory baskets, milk bottle dated
estate needs. Our time is
corn
sheller,
corn
1852, horse collar, old fruit jars,
your time. Give us a call
knife, old radio, China Cabinet, living room suite,
drop by the office at 901
or
recliner, old rocker, and straight chairs, numerous
Street, 753Sycamore
items.
collectors
team tools, lots of other little
7724.
For hiformation...

Auction Sale

45 Farms For Sale

435-4128 or 435-4144 Lynn Grove

te

Household Auction

Estate

any
wil
of
guilty
and
ho are
ective
riosity
your

e can
field of
one Or
M
TAT'.
sway.
here

10:00 a.m., Saturday October 4, 1875, to settle the
Estate of Floys Hale, in Dexter Kentucky. Nice
refrigerator, electric stove, two dinette sets, washer
(wringer type) kitchen cabinet, china cabinet, antique
dresser and rocker, one bedroom suite, Iron bed stead,
mattress and springs,Sewing machine (White),two tv
sets, couch and chair, platform chair, other odd chairs,
two braided rugs, porch furniture, antique lantern,
crosscut saw, other tools, lamps, two preserve stands,
depression glass and other antiques. Lawn mower,pictures, quilts, quilt tops, electric blanket,coal stove, oil
stove, window fan, electric heaters (220 watt) two
sweepers, 12 guage shotgun, razors, bed spreads, old
church pew, churn lids and many other items too
2 acres
1
nianerous to mention. Possibly the house and 2/
of land will be sold at the auction.
_Tarry Shoemaker in charge of sale

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCIDENTS

4 )Elaht/K
5•1
EZEO 5lb/C
t5A71:401

TV
cepting
1975, on
..rvices
'd forms

5-54036
262248
1-306-794
792469
U168835
U173808
N1394.59

IT/1).0

•.'. 1111
.••••••

p(0.
0

•Built-in11-Track Player • FM/AM/FM Stereo Radio

•Deluxe BSR Record Chanter with Diamond UF Stylus 45 RPM
Adapter
•8 Speaker "Duocone" Audio System
6 2/4 Speaker Matrix Switch

BY OWNER - 240 acre
farm. 80 acres cleared,
rest in woodlands,several
acres in pine. 2 springs,
ideal for cattle or housing
development. Located in
Tennessee,2% miles from
state line on old MurrayParis Road. Call 753-5769

46. Homes for Sale
QUALIFIED REBATE - 3
bedroom, 2 baths, complete kitchen, 1,584 square
foot living area. 504 Blair
St. Call 753-9403.
FIVE ROOM house with
two large lots and outbuildings in old Almo,
Kentucky. Priced
;5750.00. Call 753-4955.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom,
brick home, East Y
Manor. Call 753-4064 and
753-3139.
ATTRACTIVE THREE
bedroom home near
Carter School on south
13th Street. Large family
room with fireplace,
dining room, living room,
ample closet space.
Newly decorated both
inside and out. Dishwasher, disposal and
stove included. Move into
this reasonably priced
home NOW! John C.
Neubauer Realtor, 505
Main Street, Murray, Ky.
Res. 753-7531, Off. 7530101.
COLDWATER, I year,
new, large 3 bedroom
house. Extra large lot, 2
car attached garage,
patio, separate laundry
room, central air and
heat, built4n range and
dishwasher. Extraordinary. Must see to
appreciate. Call 489-2493.

. Carl
•'1. No.

Ofrd tede9,7_,CjAr 7:-// 7,0).
thly

free Column
I MONTH OLD female
kitten. Black and white.
Gentle and loving. Also
have 6 week old female
part Persian kitten. Gray
and black striped. Call
753-3535 after 410 o. m.

Antique And
Miscellaneous Auction

PAINTING AND general
handywork
done,
reasonable prices. Call
753-2732,

"0.4 OLD PA51+01.i. AtISTER. M•f GUN lc 1JOT
ELECIRIFIED,

46. Homes For Sale

HUTCHENS'
JOHN
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning or
late afternoon.

49. Used Cars & Trucks

WILL DO BABYSITTING 7 a, m. to 5:00 p. m.
Monday- Friday in my
apartment for any preschool child. Hot lunches
provided. Call 753-0429 if
interested.
NEED YOUR hay hauled?
Call Lamb Brothers at
502-436-2516.

CLEANING,
FIREWOOD BY truckload. CARPET
BRICK HOUSE, 8 acres.
experienced, very
% ton, on Pottertown
Will sell together or 1910 CHEVROLET. Good
reasonable rates,
Road. 910.00, you pick up.
spearately. Call 753-6486. Shape. See at 507 South
references, free
Call 753-9618.
7th St.
estimates. Quick drying.
A REAL DOLL HOUSE -2
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
M&B
CONSTRUCTION
bedroom, stained wood
1969 FORD FAIRLANE, CO., landscaping,
siding, home with central
two door hard top, 302 backhoe work, general LICENSED ELECTgas heat, new shag
engine, gas saver. Can
hauling, bush hogging, TRICIAN - Prompt,
'carpet, combination
bee seen at 311 N. 7th
efficient service. No job
plowing and discing. Call
Great
dryer.
and
washer
Street after 4 p. m. af- 436-2540.
too small. Call Ernest
buy for $19,500. Boydternoons. $350.00 will
White. 753-0605.
Mafors Real Estate.
drive it way.
YARD WORK, tree cutting'
ROY HARMON'S Carfour
STORY,
TWO
done. Call 753-2732.
penter Shop (old ice
bedroom brick, 2 full
1916 FORD ECONO VAN
complete
plant).
dining
SHOLAR
separate
CONTACT
baths,
with rear seat, windows
remodeling and repairs,
room and family room in
on all sizes. Phone 436- Brothers for all your
cabinets, paneling, doors,
very pleasant S. West
bulldozing, backhoe work,
2195.
work, finish
formica
neighborhood
Murray
or trucking needs. Phone
carpentry, contracting.
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354Lots of trees, well land- 1973 BUICK, 725 Electra
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
scaped. Call 753-5249 for
Custom, locally owned, 8161 after 7 p. m:
nights.
appointment.
new
extras,
loaded with
HAULING.
radial tires. Call 753-5421 LIGHT
HOME HUNTING? You
Livestock hauling and 54. Free Column
after 5 p. in.
will find a large selection
small appliances. Call
FIREWOOD, hickory-oakin all price ranges at DATSUN, 1971, 2 door;
436-5844 or 436-5472.
ash-elm. Located on
Wilson Realty, Auction
door,
Ford Torino, 1968; 2
Highway near Kirksey.
and Insurance. Across
vinyl top, $575.00 Pinto, EXPERIENCED PAINFree for the cutting and
from Post Office, Phone
TER will do interior or
1972, 1250.00, Vega 1973,
cleaning up brush. Call
753-3263. Nights and
exterior work by the hour
$1350.00. Call 489-2595.
419-2197.
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
or job. 753-8343.
753-5086, Ron Talent, 753- 1964 GMC Pickup. Call 489FREE PUPPIES OF ALL
1607, Ronnie Pea, 3452304.
FOR ALL YOUR backhoe
SEXES and colors, some
2343, Loretta Jobs 753needs anywhere South of
solid black, 6 weeks old,
6079. Member M. L. S.
Murray. Call Ross after 4
1972 METALLIC Grand
mixed breed. Will be
ConLakeland
p. m.,
Prix. Excellait condition.
dogs. Very healthy
small
Motorcycles
47.
struction. 496-2505.
2 door, power steering.
and _cute as can be. Can
Reasonable price. Call
see at die dog pound
1975 YAMAHA 125 MX.
753-1442 or 753-8278.
located on Poor Farmers
Call 436-5335 after 5:00 p
Road near Fisher-Price.
m.
wheels
NEW 13"CRAGER,
NOTICE
Can also see a male white
and tires, raised lettering.
Cell Frank Kirks
Shepherd
German
1973 YAMAHA MX 250,
Call 753-0802 after 5.
adoption.
for
available
YOUR
FOR
excellent running conCall 436-5628.
dition. Call 753-9168 or 438.- 1973 DODGE Van, V-8
FERTLIZER
SPREADING
5370.
Automatic, Bronze, Real
FREE TOYS AND GIFTS
Sharp 435-4550.
to Playhouse hostesses...
exyears
20
over
Have
1273-750 cc YAMAHA
for
more details call 437perience
chopper, extended front 1971 OLDSMOBILE 98.
4147.
.
753-9564.
Call
Loaded. Low mileage,
end, highway bars, sissy
Call 436-5649.
bar and pad. Excellent
FREE - mother cat and 6
condition. Call 753-8046.
week old kittens. Gray
1975 CHEVROLET VAN - ELECTRICAL
tiger stripped. Will make
WIRING
power,
tilt,
air,
1973 350-4 HONDA with
lovable pets. Call 753-3994
home and industrial, air
sissy bar, backrest and 2 automatic, high rise
and
after 4 :30 p. in.
conditioning
buckets, tape, hitch, slide
helmets. For more inrefrigeration, plumbing
door, 8 ply tires, curtains,
formation call 489-2505.
and heating. Call 474-8841 FREE - 6 week old puppies.
pop out wuidosvs. Easily
Mixed breed. Will be
or 753-7203.
converts from 2, 5, 8 or 12
-6e HONDA 400 Four
1111
medium sized. All colors.
with
passenger
cylinder super sport still
Very healthy. Call 753EXPERIENCED Elecdetachable bed and seats.
under warranty. Call 7534307 after 5:00 p. m.
trician. 30 years depenCall 753-0869.
8445.
service
dable
homewiring, remodeling
1971 PLYMOUTH Fury II,
HONDA TL-I25. Perfect for
repairs, service changes,
2 door hardtop, full power
hills. Good condition.
grain bins & dairy barns.
and air $900. Call after 5,
$425. Honda 350 ScramAll work guaranteed. Call
753-7295
bler. Extra nice. $650.
753-7488.
Call 753-2263.
50 Campers
AVAILABLE PRIVATE
48 Automotive Sennce
22 FT. FULLY SELF- room in state approved
home for elderly lady.
contained travel trailer
FOUR MAG WHEELS for
Call 753-6392.
1972 model. •Sacrifice
G. M. cars. 955. See at
$2,750 at Fox Meadows
1109 Circarama.
South 16th Street. Call 753- HAULING AND yard work
done. Call 753-2732.
3855.

49 Used Cars & Trucks
1973 CHEVROLET Impala,
4 door, power and air.
New tires. One owner.
Call 554-2947, Paducah.

CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,. GUTTERING BY Sears,..
Coachman, Trail Star,
Sears seamless, gutters
Fold down, unique, Good
your
per
installed
used trailers, % mile east
specifications. Call Larry
of 68 and 641 intersection.
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
Draffenville, Ky. Phone
estimates.
527-7807.

1873 DODGE CLUB CAB,
automatic transmission,
power steering, power
brakes and air. 92495. Call
753-7414 or 436-5840.
1964 OLDSMOBILE. Can
be seen after 5 p. m. at 416
N. 8th St.
1975 MONTE CARLO. LOV/
mileage. C.all 492-8550.

NOTICE
I D OR
'SURBY

1 Sesce OttfiCi

black and
WORK. HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT FIVE PUPPIES,
CARPENTRY
white, 7 weeks old. Call
will baby sit after school
Remodeling, room ad753-8470.
and on weekends. Call
ditions, any type of home
753-9921.
improvements. Free
THREE WHITE St Persian
estimates..436-5840.
kittens, almost grown.
ALUMINUM SERVICE
Call 7534835 after 5 p. m.
COMPANY siding by
Alcoa. Stronger longer
HAVING TROUBLE
awnings by Howmet
getting those small
Aluminum or Rigid Vinyl.
plumbing jobs done?
No down payment. Free
Then call 753-6614
estimates. Call 492-1647.

YARD SALE-Friday and YARD SALE - Dishes,
Saturday, October 3 and clothing, miscellanoues.
4,8 to 5,first house vrest of 507 Chestnut St. 8 a. m. til
Penny, off Airport Road. 4 p. m. Saturday.
All sizes of clothes, books,
avon bottles, C. B. radio, GARAGE SALE Ftiday
dress form and many 3 p.m.- p.
7 m. Saturday 7
more items.
a. m. - 2 p. m. Everything
priced low. Take 641 N. to
Seven Seas. Follow signs.
CARPORT SALE Friday, October 3 from 8
until 5 and Saturday, 43 Real Estate
October 4 from 8 until 4.
Polaroid camera, winter NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
coats, etc. Behind Love's
within view of Highway
Studio, 503 Poplar, 641. Estate of Alfred
Murray.
Keys. Phone 753-6162.

Chester & Miller
Auction Service

711:3)

3IE

Ina

Ken Mosher Deceased, August 30,
Anyone knowing of Ken's outstanding
bills, assets or personal property please
contact Mr. Raley Mosher, adminstrator
of the Estate through Ken Mosher,7
University Station, Box 3166, Murray
Kentucky or Baley Mosher, 537 Orchard
Lane, Eureka, Mo.63025.
A•m...meml

TOM'S
IS
STILL
THE
BEST
PIZZA
IN
KENTUCKY

NOTICE
The Calloway County Health
Department has not closed
Tom's Pizza in Murray.
Recent inspections reveal
this establishment to be
satisfactory and any
Rumors to the contrary are unfounded.
st.rrefl

_.-2.7377;;:uarairai,
Calloway County Health Department
(Thts Ad DWI For ay Tomlin:cut

Saturday, October 4

9:30 a.m.

Leave highway 641 at sign in Puryear,
Tenn. Go four miles on Jones Mill road to
Lynn Foster farm.
Mr. Foster sold a farm has to give possession, he is
selling the contents from buildings as well as on farm
sold.
Unless. a downpour of rain, we will have one of the
best sales of things handed down for 3 generations.
Partial listing: 6 drawer side board walnut and hand
made, drop leaf walnut dining table, secretary book
case, buffet & 4 dining chairs, living room suit, end
tables, hand made pegged bedstead, large oak bedstead, chiffarobe, wash stand, rockers, 4 trunks, radio
cabinet,& other furniture. Most beautiful hand painted
pitcher & 6 glasses, 125 yrs. old, glass fern leaf basket,
berry bowl set, other berry bowls, square honey dish
complete & odd honey dish lid. Goofus dish, grape pattern cake stand, preserve stands, compote, glass &
china pitchers, electric. Daisy & other churns. 20
pieces depression.
"Forget-me-not" shaving mug, mustache cup, hand
painted vase, 8 place setting "Granada Ware," good
china and glass collectors pieces. Two beautiful
medallions, pictures, J. D. Phillips and GoodmanWhiskey jugs, crocks up to 20 gallons with lids, large
flower pots, spinning wheel parts, buggy lap spreads
sith picture of dog, nice dough tray, wall & table- phones, other lamps. Bean, tea & several wash kettles
ranging from 15 to 30 gallons, a dinner bell, sheep bell,
dutch over & skillets.
Two wagons & spring seats. One bought 54 years ago
from A. B. Beale. Both wagons have been sheltered.
One has original paint Bows for covered wagon. Factory made pea huller and seed cleaner, hand operated
It works. Twenty or more plows, planters, harrows,
rakes, stalk cutter, mower, cotton scraper, gear, brass
knobs and hand tools. Three side saddles, other saddle,
wheat crullers, large hand made tool & storage boxes,
misc.& hundreds of fruit cans, oil lamps for T-model.
Eats & drinks available, not responsible for accidents, plenty of parking.
i44,•ter miner Mu- New

I

Douglas Shoemaker In Charge
01 Sak:
Murray Ph.(502)753-3375

lames Travis WNW
license No. 278
Paris Ph. 901i642-0205

Gateway
Mobile
Homes hic.
Drive a few miles...
save a few hundred$SSS

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK
12 x 60 FRONTIER: 3 bedroom, 1% baths, washer
and dryer. This house is completely carpeted and
furnished. Priced so low you'll want to come and
take a look!

These are just a few
of the other good buys at Gateway
12 X 60 FLEETWOOD: with a 7 x 12 expand() in
living room. This house has 3 bedrooms, I baths,
built-in appliances, carpeted, double door
refrigerator, new furniture. Central air and electric
heat.
1973 12,x 70 MARQUEE: 2 bedrooms, completely
carpeted, bay windoar, 3 outside doors, new furniture, raised living room. Let us show you how
much money you can save on this house.
FOR NEWLY WEDS: 12 x 60 Schutt: Front dining
room, kitchen with built in appliances. All this with
Early American Decor. If you are looking for.
quality at a low price be sure and see this home.
We have 12 x 60 wide total electrics starting at
$2995.00. Many more to choose from. Houses are
arriving daily.
Shop-all the rest then buy where you get selection.
quality,and service at the best possible price

Locate('-4 miles north Of Benton at intersection of Hwys. 68
and 641. Phone 527-1427
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Crossword Puzzler

I Deaths and FuneralsJ

Missions & Youth
Rally Planned At
Pentecostal Church

Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Lewis

District Indian Missions
Rally and Youth Rally will be
A

Euda Lewis of 1513 Kirkwood,
Murray, were held this morning

Highway 641 South, on
Friday, October 3, at 7:30 p. m.
Rev. Don Burke, National
Director of Indian Missions,

on

at ten o'clock at the chapel of
J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Bro. John Dale
officiating.

the

Joplin, Missouri, will be guest
speaker and will present slides
and programs of the work

Pallbearers

this special service, said Rev.
Marvin Williams, Tennessee

James

Cemetery.

14
15
16

to
GOVERNOR'S TOUR—Walter Sills was the host for dinner and entertainment for Governor
Julian Carroll at Kaintuck Territory last night. The Governor joined the Governor's Chamber of
Commerce Tour Wednesday morning and spent the day touring Western Kentucky. Thegroup
met at Ken-Bar Resort, and then went on to Kaintuck Territory for dinner.
—

Staff Photo by Frank Gonzales

LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake,7 a. in. 355.2
down 0.2. Below dam 306.4 down

The

funeral for

G. E. Clayton

and

Fred

S.

Franch officiating.
Burial will be in the Calvert
City Cememtery.
Mr. Harrell, age

73, died
Tuesday at 2:30 p. m. at his

died

home. He was a member of the
Calvert City Baptist Church and
the Calvert City Lions Club.

Mrs. Patricia Allbritten, Mrs.
Winona McRoy, and Mrs.
Jacqueline Rushing, one son,

Gladys Dees Harrell, 15 Aspen

62,

Gary Lewis, two sisters, Mrs.
Gerldine Lents and Mrs. Fleda
Allen, and twelve grandchildren.

1.2.

21

Johnson and Lambert Funeral
Home, Calvert City, with Rev.

at her home. The
widow of Raymond Lewis, she
is survived by three daughters,

Lewis, age

18
39

Harry King

Harrell, merchant of Calvert
City, is being held today at two
p. m. at the chapel of the

Monday

Mrs.

District.

Hog Market

were

Thurmond, J. H. Walston, Earl
Nanny, Jim Wilson, Edgar
Rowland, and Jatk Ward.
Burial was in the Murray City

among the Indians.
Everyone is invited to attend

Federal State Market News Service October 2,1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts. Act 646 Est 500 Barrows 11 Gilts
fully .50 lower Sows steady to weak
$62.5043.00
US 1-2200-230 lbs
162.00-62.50
US 1-3300-240 lbs.
$61.25-62 00
US 2-4 240-260 lbs
$60.7541 25
US 3-4 260-200 lbs
Sows
1154.00-55.00
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
*4.0045.00
US 1-330.1-430 11)6.
055.00-56.00
US 1-345041501bs
153.00-54.00
US 2-3 300.500lbs
Boars 42.23-44.00 mostly 42.00

13

Final rites for Mrs. Raymond

held at Calvary Templc Pentecostal Church of God, located

Street,

Calvert

City;

one

daughter, Mrs. Nita Knoth,
Benton Route Seven; four sons,
Billy D., Hazel, John L., Jimmy

mates, with the help of a girl
friend who allegedly smuggled

The inmates were identified
as Alfred Smith Rollins, 19, of

them pistols, held three persons
hostage for 10kt hours before

Special!

releasing
and
surrendering
their prisoners unharmed.
Warden Tim Keohane said

Friday, Saturday, Sunday

Kansas City, serving a sentence
for bank robbery as a Juvenile;
and Henry Michael Cassidy, 20,

October 3, 4, 5

-WISH DINNER
Reenlar'orders Wilt' •

Includes fish, hushpuppies, french fries, onion
rings, slaw, beans, onion, lemon and tartar sauce

for burglary on an Indian reservation.
The FBI identified the womFederal Youth Center by "a
steady effort on our part that an, Nancy Ann Shupe, 19, of
nobody was going to heat them Denver, `ifir-rassidy's girl
friend. Agents said a fourth inPaul Ortiz, a counselor at the dividual, Berry Craig Mosreformatory who participated srnan, in his 2(s and from Denin the negotiations, said, "We ver, had rented a car that the
woman had left in the center
convinced than there was no
parking lot, apparently for use
way out."
as a getaway vehicle.
The inmates' bid for release

the Coldwater Baptist Church
choir.
Serving as pallbearers are

facility for youthful offenders
*reed about 15 miles southWest of Denver, began shortly
after noon Wednesday when the
woman arrived to visit the in-

Overlooking beautiful Kentucky Lake

mates. Authorities said the lack
of a search procedure for vis-

436-5496

itors enabled her to bring in
three guns concealed in her
purse.

Approx. 15 miles south of Murray off Hwy. 121

The hostages — a reformatory guard, an inmate and the inmate's mother — were forced

at gunpoint to lie on their baskit

Federal State
Federal State Market News Service
Monday September 29 Mayfield, Ky.
Graves County Livestock Market:
Livestock weighed on arrival.
Compared To Dia Week: Slaughter
Cows 1.00-1.50 higher.
Slaughter Bulls steady, Feeders steady.
Slaughter Cows. Utility 20.00-23.25, Cutter 10.00-20.00, Canner 15.00.10•00.
Slaughter Bulls: Yield Grade 1-2 1200.
1600 lbs. indicating 7510 carcass boning
per cent 23.50-20.50.
Feeder Steers: Choice 300-500 lbs. 30.0033.25, 500-750 lbs. 31.00-34.75. Package of
MO Ita. 36.00, Good 300-500 lbs 26.00-30.00
500-700 lbs. 26.00-31.00.
Feeder Heifers: Choice 300-500 lbs. 21.00
34.30,500-700 lbs. 24.50-27.50, Good 30040
lbs. 111-011-11.60,600-711/1 lbs. 11.00-24 50

Stanley

Darnell,

and David Hopkins,
Jerry Ainley, and Walter King.
Burial will be in the Coldwater
Baptist Church Cemetery.
Mrs. Hopkins, age 75, died
Wednesday at 6:20 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member of
the Coldwater Baptist Church.
She and her husband, Carl, who
survives, celebrated their 60th
wedding anniversary on June 18
of this year.
Survivors in addition to her
Hopkins,
husband, Carl
Mayfield Route Seven, Coldwater; two daughters, Mrs.

Murray; two sons, Edison
Hopkins, Farmington Route
One, and Newell Hopkins,
Murray;two brothers, Jennings
Turner, Mayfield, and Truman
Turner, Coldwater; ten grand-

wins a

model

and color is on sale. Built-ins, portables, convertible-portable and dishwasher-sink models. Buy now
and save today. Tomorrow you'll own the dishwasher

Save on KitchenAid trash compactors.

compactor with the Litter Bine door and a name
that spells quality — KitchenAid.

that people say is the best,

Satisfaction guaranteed or your money
of compactor purchase.
.
30 dayl

Save on KitchenAld stainless steel disposers. The
only disposer with the Wham Jam Breaker. Clears
jams at the touch of a button

Plus free compactor bags with the purchase of

back within

iiiiii111111111111111M11111M
IMO aim
Dieu. by

Mud

cer-

at the
Specialty Shop. Fourth wins a
$10 Town & Country gift certificate and fourth wins $5 gift
certificates from Monique and
Adams Shoe Store.
In division five, first place
wins a calculator, donated by
Insurance Agencies locally,
including Clyde Roberts,
Wilson,
Holton-Melugin,
Galloway, Purdom-Thurman,
Landolt, Don Henry, M. F. k,
Farm Bureau, and Murray
Insurance, as well as a $25 bond
from the Bank of Murray.
Second place wins a calculator
from Storeys Food Giant,
Parkers Grocery, Union Local
1642, a $10 Buckingham RayGraham Jackson gift certificate, and a $10 Federal
Savings account; Third place
wins a $10 gift certificate from
Littleton's, and a gift from
Holland Drugs; Fourth place
wins a 810 certificate from the
Cherry's, and a pen and pencil
set from Twin Lakes; Fifth
place wins a $10 certificate from
the Mademoiselle Shop.
Fire Chief Jackie Cooper
expressed his thanks to all
donors to the project, and to the
judges and students who participated.
Jewelry

131

aster, Syndicate.
The MI
Regents r
the corn
meeting t
and 14.5 p

Have You

Calling
necessar3
Curris sa
creases v
increases

egistered to Votel

ticipated
especiall3
The.tot
$24,801,92
fund ina
cent; and

at the
County Court
Clerk's Office

is an incri

Par
Ca

The an

Oct. 6
(Potential
Voters)

Callowal
October

announci
cipal.

Oct. 3

great grand-

Kroger $15 gift

tificate, and

Save on all KitchenAid dishwashers. Every

Man's
nickname

'Route

..
Posters.
(Continued from Page 11

The only

GirlsIDri:canname
Beverage
Matures
Harvest
Deposit

Cody Darnell, Mayfield
Seven, and Mrs. Dee Lamb,

children.

More value per dollar on KitchenAid
dishwashers,compactors,and disposers.

54
55
56
57
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Kenneth.

Wayne,

children; seven

Velum
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Rev. Joe Doran and Rev. Billy
Turner, officiating. Music is by
Mrs. Kay Doran, organist, and

from the center, a correctional

alimaa-om

m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with

a Blackfoot Indian from Missoula, Mont., serving a term

the inmates were talked out of
their bid for release from the

children.

Above
:eircil'sngname
Lock of hair
Claimant to
a throne

Lamb, Calvert City;

one brother, Albert T. Harrell,
Calvert City; eleven grandFuneral services for Mrs.
Carl Eva Lee Turner) Hopkins
are being held today at two p.

40
1
42
44
47

535251

P. and Robert Michael Harrell,
Calvert City; three sisters, Mrs.

Juanita
on the floor of the visiting room
the entire time, officials said.

27
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
37

rp

Survivors are his wife, Mrs.

Coursey, Central City,
Mrs. Iona McGregor and Mrs.

Sunset 6:40. Sunrise 6:53.

22
23
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ratlye
mbfitaanin
ecn
Adra
c
39 Ph
38
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Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 355.2 up
0.2. Below dam 310.8 down 1.9.
ENGLEWOOD, Colo.(AP) —
Two federal reformatory in-

1
4
8
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2 Great Lake
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KitcheliAid compactor
Pr ces of stocks of local interest at noon
today furnished to the Ledger & Times by
I M Simon Co are as follows

KitchenAid

disposers
stee,
Stainless
disposers gr;nd
waste
ad food bore,
even
—
stringy
and
egetables
v
Quick Click
installation
Outeny
quickly.
makes
feature
Mounttng
a snap

DEADLINE: OCTOBER 6, 1975

Save on our

SPECIAL
SAVINGS —
Free
Detergent

installation kit
Do-it-yourselfer savings
The
-Mc/tides
0 "Place everything you'll needkit
your old
r,
••NV*
dishwasher with
KilchfnAid.
unrar_awro

Nai

_Wiet/Ooierr par

Ilitiesia.maaks,a
Twelve 33-oz boxes of Finish
dishwasher detergent when you
buy a KitchbnAld dishwasher.
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Ford
Gm Motors
Gee Tlre
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Republic Steel
Singer
Tappan
Western Urdon
,.
TenIth

0. .15,4
A

+y

+N
II'. -14
20N imc
24 unc
174 Al
W. -I'd
11% +N
5,t +
12 unc
21% -4

Prices 411 stock Cl local interest at noon.
&
EDT, today, furnished to the ledger
Times by First of Michigan. Corp •- of
follows
areas
Murray,
4.4 unc
1.1 Si Homes
6 -4
Kaufman & Brood
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•(
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OAF C •
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,.
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41141r +is
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Franklin Mint
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